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Teaching should be a rewarding profession where teachers are empowered and supported to be the best creative professionals they can be. The overwhelming body of research finds that the most important factor in improving student outcomes is good teaching. Therefore, helping teachers become better is the most important responsibility we have as educational leaders, as it is the best way to help learners fulfil their potential.

Unfortunately, teacher autonomy, creativity and trust have been eroded in recent decades in some educational systems, by a drive toward compliance. While the goal has been noble – to measure and rank institutional and individual performance, increase accountability and reduce variability – the unintended consequence has often been to reduce teacher learning to formulaic practice. In these settings, feedback to teachers has not been as supportive and informative as it should be to give them control and ownership over their professional development and practice.

In contrast, the Great Teaching Toolkit is a breath of fresh air – treating teachers like the professionals they are. It provides both a synthesis of evidence from authoritative studies, and the findings of this evidence, that teachers can relate to their own experience. What makes it so valuable is its clear focus on areas of practice that have the potential to improve student learning and outcomes.

Professional learning happens when we think hard about our practice and take full ownership of it. Cambridge International is pleased to be able to sponsor this review, which clearly defines what is worth teachers thinking hard about. These are principles and practices that we endorse and use in developing our own professional development services to schools, with the aim of helping teachers become confident, responsible, reflective, innovative and engaged.

At the time of writing, the educational world is in turmoil caused by the Covid-19 crisis. Teachers have had to learn quickly to adapt, teach online and support learners in new ways. A number of commentators have speculated on the implications for the future of schools and the nature of the teaching profession. In such a climate, the evidence-based insights provided in the Great Teaching Toolkit are even more significant. We believe that the Toolkit’s universal and timely principles will be an invaluable resource to teachers and schools around the world.
Executive Summary

What are the best bets for teachers to invest time and effort in if they want their students to learn more?

We have reviewed existing research studies and frameworks that are relevant to the components and routes to improvement of teacher effectiveness. Our aim is to help teachers make better decisions about what they can best do to improve their effectiveness. In summary, we have identified four priorities for teachers who want to help their students learn more:

1. understand the content they are teaching and how it is learnt
2. create a supportive environment for learning
3. manage the classroom to maximise the opportunity to learn
4. present content, activities and interactions that activate their students’ thinking

We present a model that comprises these four overarching dimensions, with a total of 17 elements within them. An ‘element’ is defined as something that may be worth investing time and effort to work on to build a specific competency, skill or knowledge, or to enhance the learning environment. There is no implication that the complexity of teaching can be reduced to a set of techniques, but evidence suggests the best route to expertise is likely to involve a focus on developing competencies, guided by formative feedback in a supportive professional learning environment.

This review is the first stage of an ambitious wider project to create a ‘Toolkit’ that will:

- personalise the curriculum for teacher learning (according to ages and subjects taught, school context and student characteristics, current profile of expertise, etc.)
- develop systems and instruments to provide formative, actionable feedback that helps teachers to focus their learning, evaluate their impact and track their professional growth
- coordinate networks for peer and expert support to generate, share and apply evidence about the most effective ways to improve

The individual elements of the model for Great Teaching are as follows.
1. Understanding the content

1. Having deep and fluent knowledge and flexible understanding of the content you are teaching
2. Knowledge of the requirements of curriculum sequencing and dependencies in relation to the content and ideas you are teaching
3. Knowledge of relevant curriculum tasks, assessments and activities, their diagnostic and didactic potential; being able to generate varied explanations and multiple representations/analogies/examples for the ideas you are teaching
4. Knowledge of common student strategies, misconceptions and sticking points in relation to the content you are teaching

2. Creating a supportive environment

1. Promoting interactions and relationships with all students that are based on mutual respect, care, empathy and warmth; avoiding negative emotions in interactions with students; being sensitive to the individual needs, emotions, culture and beliefs of students
2. Promoting a positive climate of student-student relationships, characterised by respect, trust, cooperation and care
3. Promoting learner motivation through feelings of competence, autonomy and relatedness
4. Creating a climate of high expectations, with high challenge and high trust, so learners feel it is okay to have a go; encouraging learners to attribute their success or failure to things they can change

3. Maximising opportunity to learn

1. Managing time and resources efficiently in the classroom to maximise productivity and minimise wasted time (e.g., starts, transitions); giving clear instructions so students understand what they should be doing; using (and explicitly teaching) routines to make transitions smooth
2. Ensuring that rules, expectations and consequences for behaviour are explicit, clear and consistently applied
3. Preventing, anticipating & responding to potentially disruptive incidents; reinforcing positive student behaviours; signalling awareness of what is happening in the classroom and responding appropriately
4. Knowledge of the requirements of curriculum sequencing and dependencies in relation to the content and ideas you are teaching

4. Activating hard thinking

1. Structuring: giving students an appropriate sequence of learning tasks; signalling learning objectives, rationale, overview, key ideas and stages of progress; matching tasks to learners’ needs and readiness; scaffolding and supporting to make tasks accessible to all, but gradually removed so that all students succeed at the required level
2. Explaining: presenting and communicating new ideas clearly, with concise, appropriate, engaging explanations; connecting new ideas to what has previously been learnt (and re-activating/checking that prior knowledge); using examples (and non-examples) appropriately to help learners understand and build connections; modelling/demonstrating new skills or procedures with appropriate scaffolding and challenge; using worked/part-worked examples
3. Questioning: using questions and dialogue to promote elaboration and connected, flexible thinking among learners (e.g., ‘Why?’, ‘Compare’, etc.); using questions to elicit student thinking; getting responses from all students; using high-quality assessment to evidence learning; interpreting, communicating and responding to assessment evidence appropriately
4. Interacting: responding appropriately to feedback from students about their thinking/knowledge/understanding; giving students actionable feedback to guide their learning
5. Embedding: giving students tasks that embed and reinforce learning; requiring them to practise until learning is fluent and secure; ensuring that once-learnt material is reviewed/revisited to prevent forgetting
6. Activating: helping students to plan, regulate and monitor their own learning; progressing appropriately from structured to more independent learning as students develop knowledge and expertise
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The fundamental goal of everyone that works in education is to improve students’ lives. While many personal, family, and cultural factors contribute to students’ outcomes, a large body of research indicates that what teachers do, know and believe matters more to the achievement of students than anything else we can influence. The quality of teaching is hugely important to the outcomes of young people, and great teaching can be learnt. Raising the quality of teaching within existing schools is probably the single most effective thing we could do to promote both overall attainment and equity (Wiliam, 2018).

Teachers know a lot about learning and how to make it happen. Unfortunately, it seems common for that knowledge to be disregarded when it comes to their own professional learning. Among the conditions we would routinely provide for our students are a clear and sequenced curriculum that sets out the learning aims, diagnostic assessment to ensure prerequisites are secure, models of excellent performance, scaffolding, guidance, opportunities for practice and, crucially, feedback that guides next steps and indicates progress. Many teachers who strive to ensure their students’ learning has all these supports would say that their own has none of them.

Fortunately, human beings can get really good at quite complex tasks if they just have good feedback that tells them whether they are succeeding. Unfortunately, the kinds of feedback that teachers can easily get about their classroom practice are often not very helpful. Creating feedback systems that enable continuous improvement is an area of focus we committed to in our 2019 Manifesto, which outlines what we believe an evidence-informed education system should look like. Systems with good feedback can become self-improving as participants learn to optimise outcomes – students benefit directly from this. But when feedback is seen as supportive it can also have real benefits for teachers, giving them agency and control over their professional development and satisfaction and engagement in the process (Coe, 1998), and subsequently for school and system leaders.

How will we create a feedback system to better enable effective teaching? The Great Teaching Toolkit is how, and it starts with this report. We can think of it as a model for teacher learning. It gives us a credible summary of the elements of great teaching practice, the kind that impacts most on learning. Following this report, we will develop and release a set of instruments to help teachers anonymously assess their strengths and identify their own development priorities in the areas identified in this report. The same tools will provide diagnostic formative feedback for teachers as they work on specific goals to improve their practice. Although teaching is an extremely complex set of practices and definitely not just a set of techniques or recipes, taking a
specific technique, skill or area of knowledge and practising to a high level of proficiency is a key way to improve overall effectiveness.

The Great Teaching Toolkit will also aim to identify the kind of professional development that leads to improvement in specific areas of practice. This stage of the project will require a community of thousands of educators working toward a shared aim, supporting each other and creating the evidence we need. The strong, overarching goal here is to help teachers take ownership of their professional learning and to help them enhance their practice for the benefit of students.
Great teaching must be defined by its impact: a great teacher is one whose students learn more. It cannot be defined by compliance to a particular set of practices, however soundly based, nor by the demonstration of specific skills – nor, even, by the possession of particular teacher mindsets or understandings. Teaching is complex.

However, the evidence we present here makes it clear that, on balance, having these things is better than not having them. We also have good evidence that engaging in systematic, focused efforts to develop fluency and expertise in these skills and practices, and to develop teachers’ understanding of the principles and theory underpinning them, are likely to be our best bets for enhancing impact. And none of this happens in isolation: great teachers have a drive to improve their impact and to collaborate with and support their colleagues to improve.

Everyone in every walk of life can be better. Every teacher, no matter how experienced, can improve, if they want to and have the support to. But, as a teacher, even when you decide to take that step, it’s often difficult to know where to start. Your resources are precious, you have no time to waste. How should you prioritise your professional development? What are your best bets in terms of making the most difference to your students? We hope this review, and the rest of the Great Teaching Toolkit, will help to answer those questions.
We set out to identify, review and then summarise the best available evidence (drawn from both academic reviews and existing frameworks) about what teachers’ practices, skills, knowledge and behaviours are important for students’ learning. We did this to ascertain what the evidence suggests is important for teachers’ learning.

In addition, we set out to review the related evidence on measuring these important features, and to identify useful indicators of things found to be associated with student learning (a supportive teacher-student relationship, for instance) that might help us provide better feedback for teachers’ professional learning. An important step for the future development of simple, powerful tools is to help teachers truly understand the evidence in a way that would make it actionable: to bring it to life and operationalise it.

What we found was a consensus within the existing research – a signal within the noise – about which elements of teaching appear to be worth learning. Simultaneously, we also found that the evidence base is limited; for example, there is a predominance of correlational studies over those making strong causal claims, something we say more about later.

Limitations such as this will make developing certain aspects of the Great Teaching Toolkit very challenging, but we believe that – together – we can overcome these challenges. We believe they necessitate a new collaboration between classroom practitioners, academic researchers, designers and innovators; one which develops and tests a model for Great Teaching and delivers feedback tools that help teachers know where they are, where they’re heading, and how to get there.

What follows, then, is the starting point: a simple, digestible summary of what a large and complex body of evidence says about what is worth learning.
A Model for Great Teaching
A Model for Great Teaching

Rationale for presenting a model

In an ideal world, we would already have a conceptually clear and empirically well-validated model of classroom teaching that would make it explicit what great teaching looks like and how to get more of it. The model would take account of differences in the ages and other characteristics of the learners. It would factor in the subjects – or even topics – being taught, and relevant features of the context or school. We would also have a curriculum model for teachers’ professional learning that set out what teachers need to learn to become better teachers, according to their current profile of strengths and weaknesses and the context in which they work. Such a curriculum would be sequenced and prioritised: prerequisites and dependencies would be known and clearly set out; the likely ‘payback’, in terms of increases in student attainment, for each hour spent on particular teacher development activities, would be quantified and optimised.

Unfortunately, we do not currently have either of these things. Instead of a clear, comprehensive and reliable model of great teaching, research gives us partial insights, often contradictory or confusing, much of it based on weak correlations between ill-defined teacher behaviours and rather impoverished measures of student learning that may reflect confounds as much as genuine causal relationships. Where we have stronger causal designs – the kind that might allow us to infer that training or development for teachers in particular competences leads to enhanced student learning – the results have often been inconsistent or disappointing. And instead of a well-specified curriculum for teacher learning, we have lots of traditions and loud claims, whose projected confidence or popularity seems to outweigh their evidential warrant, and whose relative merits are hard to evaluate.

One insight we do have is that these two are not the same thing. Being able to describe great teaching is not the same as knowing how to get more of it. Our interest is more in the latter: knowing what great teachers should do to become even greater, or how teachers who are not as great as they could be could become great.

This leads us to what might at first sight seem like a rather narrow and reductionist project, breaking down a complex, nuanced, beautiful thing like ‘great teaching’ into an atomised list of competences. But this is familiar territory for anyone who has tried to become expert in any complex activity or performance, whether in sport, music, dance, writing, art – or professionals such as pilots, doctors, lawyers or teachers. Giving a precise and useful definition of great performance may be impossible but, despite that, we generally do know something about the steps that lead to expertise. And this usually means breaking the complex activity down into components and exercises, clarifying, then practising them with appropriate guidance until they

---

Rationale for presenting a model

Curriculum sequencing:
Mastery of certain content may require understanding of certain prior knowledge. Sequencing identifies these prerequisites within the curriculum so they can be taught and assessed in an appropriate, logical order. For example, a learner’s mastery of \( \pi \) depends on their understanding of diameter, radius, and circumference; the sequencing should identify this.

Causal relationship:
A relationship in which it has been shown, usually through a controlled experiment, that one variable (independent) causes the other (dependent).
are fluent and proficient, and integrating those isolated techniques back into the complex and mysterious whole (Ericsson, 2009).

Our starting point for this ‘curriculum’ is to identify the elements of great teaching that come out of existing research and then to investigate the process of trying to get better at each of them in isolation. This does not imply that we think classroom teaching can be reduced to a set of isolated techniques; only that our best bet for learning to be a better teacher is to work on specific, underpinning competences, one at a time. We are likely to find that some can be improved more quickly than others; that some matter more than others in their impact on student learning; that there are interactions, dependencies and threshold effects in their relationships; that priorities should be different for different teachers at different stages, in different contexts. As we discover and incorporate these complexities, we hope our model will become more useful.

Our aim is to help teachers make better decisions about what they can best do to improve their effectiveness. We know that, as with other kinds of learning, teachers’ professional learning is most effective when the content and activities are targeted to be appropriate to the needs and existing capabilities of the learner (Creemers et al., 2013). It follows that the answer to the question ‘What can I best focus on to improve?’ is likely to be different for different teachers. We hope that our model can be used to help teachers make more evidence-based, individualised decisions about how to spend a limited amount of time for professional development to get the biggest return in enhanced student learning.
Overview: The Elements of Great Teaching

Our model for great teaching presents a simple narrative:

**Great teachers:**

1. understand the content they are teaching and how it is learnt
2. create a supportive environment for learning
3. manage the classroom to maximise opportunity to learn
4. present content, activities and interactions that activate their students’ thinking

For each of these four broad dimensions, we break it down into a set of elements. An ‘element’ here is defined as something that may be worth investing time and effort to work on. It may capture a specific skill, technique or area of knowledge that great teachers appear to have: what we have called a ‘competency’. But in some cases, the element may be more an environmental than a behavioural indicator. For example, indicators of classroom climate or relationships may not point to a particular teacher behaviour or competency but may still capture an aspect of great teaching. The precise behaviours or actions a teacher should do are not specified, but the objectives and success criteria for their learning are clear. We also recognise that the word ‘competency’ carries some unfortunate baggage in certain contexts, either being associated with competency-based frameworks in accountability models, or denoting over-generalised skills that are supposedly transferable across domains; neither is part of our intended meaning.

At this stage, there is a degree of arbitrariness to the model. The four dimensions overlap in some areas and their boundaries are debatable. Most of the elements could be further split into smaller strands, which might be conceptually purer and make it easier to practise or learn to improve them; this would also multiply the complexity of the model. We have to start somewhere, but fully expect some of these decisions to be revised as we get more experience of working with the model.

A further challenge is the tension between wanting a generic model, that captures some universal principles of great teaching, and acknowledging that the manifestations of great teaching across ages, contexts and subjects appear very diverse. We think the generic principles are useful and important (and supported by evidence), partly because great teachers need to understand the principles of how and why different techniques are effective and when to deploy them. Nevertheless, it is important to remember that most of these elements will look very different in different classrooms, and their relative importance will also vary.

With these caveats in mind, we offer an overview of each dimension and a more detailed, practice-focused description of its different elements, what exactly each one means and the evidence behind it.
Evidence for a four-dimensional model

There is no universal consensus in the research literature about how many dimensions a research-based model of teaching should contain. We find the arguments set out by Praetorius et al. (2018) compelling, that their three-dimensional model captures a reasonable consensus of evidence from a range of existing studies, though even their own evidence does not seem to support it unequivocally. Certainly, other frameworks present it differently. For example, the Dynamic Model (Creemers and Kyriakides, 2011) has eight classroom dimensions, ISTOF (Muijs et al, 2018) has seven components, ICALT (van de Grint et al. 2017) has six, Rosenshine (2010) has ten principles, and the Early Career Framework has eight standards. However, their content is readily compatible with the aforementioned three-dimensional model; ultimately, it seems to be a somewhat arbitrary choice. Moreover, the three-dimensional model lends itself easily to a simple narrative about what great teachers do: they create a supportive environment for learning, they maximise opportunity to learn and they activate their students’ thinking.

However, we have also been convinced by the arguments that a fourth dimension should be included: content knowledge. This is missing from the generic models that focus on observable classroom behaviours, for obvious reasons: it is more about teacher knowledge than teacher behaviour. We recognise that there is a danger here – there is no point in teachers having good content knowledge if their classroom actions do not reflect this. Indeed, in some of the observational frameworks, content knowledge is included in that way. But there is enough evidence that effective teachers need to have particular kinds of knowledge and understanding of the material they are teaching to justify including it here as something that some teachers could profitably work on. Because it is likely to be a prerequisite rather than an extended focus of professional learning, we place this first.
Great teachers understand the content they are teaching and how it is learnt

This means teachers should have deep and fluent knowledge and flexible understanding of the content they are teaching and how it is learnt, including its inherent dependencies. They should have an explicit repertoire of well-crafted explanations, examples and tasks for each topic they teach.
Summary of Dimension 1

1.1 Having deep and fluent knowledge and flexible understanding of the content you are teaching

1.2 Knowledge of the requirements of curriculum sequencing and dependencies in relation to the content and ideas you are teaching

1.3 Knowledge of relevant curriculum tasks, assessments and activities, their diagnostic and didactic potential; being able to generate varied explanations and multiple representations/analogies/examples for the ideas you are teaching

1.4 Knowledge of common student strategies, misconceptions and sticking points in relation to the content you are teaching

Elements of Dimension 1

The first element of Dimension 1 is essentially content knowledge, of a deep and connected kind. Teachers need to know how different ideas in the subject or domain are related, similar, sequential, analogous or distinct. They need to have thought about, and have good answers to, the kinds of ‘Why?’ and ‘What would happen if...?’ questions that students may ask and that teachers themselves should ask to promote connected and higher-order thinking. They should be able to solve the kinds of problems they must help students to solve, and to produce model answers that exhibit the skills and knowledge they need their students to learn, without errors. We might also include, under the heading of content knowledge, teachers’ theoretical knowledge of the domain of learning. An example would be the requirement for teachers of reading to understand morphology, “the ways in which morphemes communicate meaning and govern spelling construction” (Castles et al., 2018). This requires more than just being able to read well themselves, but also to know about the fundamental anatomy of the reading process.

A second aspect moves us from what is usually classified as ‘content knowledge’ (CK) to ‘pedagogical content knowledge’ (PCK). This distinction was originally made by Shulman (1986; see also Ball et al., 2008), though a range of different interpretations of PCK have since been offered. This aspect of PCK involves knowing and being able to explain the dependencies and connections among different parts of the curriculum, and hence the requirements for sequencing. If you want students to learn a specific topic, what knowledge and skills must they have already to enable this new learning? If a student is struggling with a particular idea or technique, what kinds of gaps in underpinning knowledge might be the explanation? For each new idea, what connections do learners need to make with previous knowledge? This kind of teacher curriculum knowledge is exemplified in curriculum planning, schemes of work and lesson plans that depend on correct sequencing and planned reactivation of prior knowledge.
The third element of this dimension is knowledge of curriculum tasks and activities, and of standard explanations, models, analogies, representations and examples to explain and convey hard ideas. Expertise in teaching a particular topic requires having a repertoire of appropriate activities, but in particular, understanding “the didactic and diagnostic potential of tasks, their cognitive demands and the prior knowledge they implicitly require” (Baumert & Kunter, 2013). Expert teachers are readily able to generate or select learning activities that are appropriate for the level of challenge required or that elicit diagnostic information about learners’ thinking. As with all these elements of content knowledge, this expertise is likely to be very topic-specific: the same geography teacher may be easily able to identify great resources for teaching map skills, but have a much less rich repertoire for glaciation, for example.

For each topic they teach, great teachers will have learnt effective ways of presenting the ideas: explanations that students get. In the classic direct instruction model (Adams & Engelmann, 1996), for example, these explanations are carefully refined and scripted, on the grounds that an individual teacher’s own spontaneous explanation is unlikely to be as good as a high-quality scripted presentation.

In presenting abstract ideas, great teachers use analogies, models and representations to help learners visualise the concepts and relate them to what they already know. For example, the ball and stick model in chemistry represents molecules in a concrete, visual way that facilitates understanding of why atoms bond in particular ways. It is an effective way to introduce the ideas, but of course is not actually true, and has to be revised as students’ understanding becomes more advanced. Another example would be the use of manipulatives and representations in teaching early mathematics (EEF, 2020), which can be effective in helping children to engage with and understand abstract ideas about number. Selecting good examples and non-examples (e.g., using the Frayer Model1) is another way of making new vocabulary or abstract ideas concrete. However, even with the best explanation, some students still may not get it. Teachers need to have more than one way of explaining or presenting the idea, and multiple examples and non-examples (ideally tailored to the student’s particular misconception or gap), so that they can keep going until the student does get it.

The key point about these explanations, models, analogies, representations and examples is that they form part of the teacher’s pedagogical content knowledge. In many systems, teachers are expected to learn these on the job, through trial and error, experience, intuition and ad hoc sharing. But this knowledge can also be explicitly taught. Great teachers also have access to great materials, rather than being expected to search for or create their own.2

---

1 For example, see Alex Quigley’s blog on using the Frayer Model to teach vocabulary: [https://www.theconfidentteacher.com/2018/04/vocabulary-knowledge-and-the-frayer-model/](https://www.theconfidentteacher.com/2018/04/vocabulary-knowledge-and-the-frayer-model/)

2 An example from the US is edreports.org, which provides evidence-based reviews of textbooks and instructional materials.
Our fourth and final element is a knowledge of student thinking and, in particular, the misconceptions, typical errors and types of strategies students exhibit. Student misconceptions around particular ideas are predictable and inevitable. Great teachers design their presentations and learning activities to anticipate and address these misconceptions directly and explicitly, both by exposing and challenging the misconception and by presenting the correct conception clearly and directly.

A final point to note for all these aspects of teachers’ understanding of curriculum content is that they are very much necessary but not sufficient for effective practice. Knowing students’ likely misconceptions has no benefit unless lessons and delivery are structured to address them; having a repertoire of good examples is only useful if they are employed appropriately. In general, pedagogical content knowledge (PCK) should be learnt and deployed in the context of classroom practice: theoretical knowledge alone is not enough. This may be one of the reasons that evaluations of the impact on student learning of attempts to increase teachers’ PCK have sometimes had disappointing results. It is certainly possible that we could have placed some of these elements in Dimension 4, which is concerned with teachers’ classroom practices to activate student thinking: for example, ‘having multiple explanations, examples, etc.’ has considerable overlap with ‘explaining’ (Element 2 of Dimension 4, below) which is about actually using these explanations and examples effectively.
Evidence for Dimension 1

The evidence for the importance of ‘pure’ content knowledge is a bit mixed and conceptually somewhat confused. Many studies that have looked for relationships between teachers’ qualifications or advanced subject knowledge and learning gains have failed to find them consistently (Wayne & Youngs, 2003). Nevertheless, plenty of studies have shown that measures of teachers’ knowledge and conceptual understanding of the specific content they are teaching do have some predictive power for their students’ learning (Baumert et al., 2010; Hill et al., 2005; Hill & Charalambous, 2012; Lynch et al., 2019; Sadler et al., 2013). These relationships are generally modest-to-weak, probably non-linear and the existing evidence may be limited to particular topics, ages or subjects. For example, Hill et al. (2005) found that variation at the bottom end of their scale of ‘Content Knowledge for Teaching’ (CKT) was related to effectiveness, but for the majority of teachers, whose content knowledge was at least adequate, there was no further benefit in increased CKT. There is also some evidence that training programmes designed to enhance teachers’ content knowledge can lead to enhanced student learning, though again the findings are mixed (Baumert et al., 2010; Lynch et al., 2019; Timperley et al., 2007). Many of the available studies have used mathematics content, so the generalisability to other subjects is unclear, though Kaiser and König (2019) give examples of evidence from other subjects. Metzler and Woessmann (2012) provide evidence of the importance of subject knowledge for Y6 teachers in Peru.

There is broad support for the role of teachers’ PCK (see Baumert et al., 2010; Kaiser & König, 2019 for reviews) though, again, much of it is from mathematics and science, and different studies operationalise PCK in different ways. A framework that specifically identifies curriculum and lesson planning-related PCK, and provides evidence of its importance, comes from the TEDS-M project (Teacher Education and Development Study in Mathematics, Blömeke et al., 2016).

“Knowledge of the didactic and diagnostic potential of tasks” is a key component of the COACTIV model of mathematics PCK (Baumert & Kunter, 2013), which was found by Baumert et al. (2010) to be a substantial predictor of student learning, after controlling for a wide range of other variables. The evidence for the importance of teachers’ knowledge of good explanations, models, analogies, representations and examples in relation to the content they teach comes from the same sources cited above, for example, Baumert et al. (2010).

Being able to anticipate, identify and address student misconceptions is a feature of a number of models of teaching effectiveness (e.g., Hill et al.’s Mathematical Quality of Instruction or the Early Career Framework for England) and is supported by a range of evidence (e.g., Baumert et al., 2010; Blömeke et al., 2016; Hill et al., 2005; Hill and Chin, 2018). Understanding how ‘novice’ learners see the world differently from ‘experts’ has also been claimed as important for teachers (e.g., van Merriënboer et al., 2006), as has an understanding of how ‘threshold concepts’ – key ideas in a discipline that act as a portal to new ways of thinking and understanding – may either open up new insights or be ‘troublesome’ barriers (Meyer & Land, 2005). However, direct empirical support for the value of any specific kinds of teacher knowledge about threshold concepts is less clear. Evidence-based approaches to addressing misconceptions include challenging them or simply emphasising the ‘scientific’ conception (Braasch et al., 2013).
Great teachers create a supportive environment for learning

A supportive environment is characterised by relationships of trust and respect between students and teachers, and among students. It is one in which students are motivated, supported and challenged and have a positive attitude towards their learning.
Summary of Dimension 2

2.1 Promoting interactions and relationships with all students that are based on mutual respect, care, empathy and warmth; avoiding negative emotions in interactions with students; being sensitive to the individual needs, emotions, culture and beliefs of students.

2.2 Promoting a positive climate of student-student relationships, characterised by respect, trust, cooperation and care.

2.3 Promoting learner motivation through feelings of competence, autonomy and relatedness.

2.4 Creating a climate of high expectations, with high challenge and high trust, so learners feel it is okay to have a go; encouraging learners to attribute their success or failure to things they can change.

Elements of Dimension 2

The first element of this dimension concerns the quality of the relationships between teacher and students. Teachers should show respect and sensitivity towards the individual needs, emotions, culture and beliefs of their students. That respect should also be reciprocated: teachers should behave in ways that promote student respect for the integrity and authority of the teacher. Teachers should convey care, empathy and warmth towards their students and avoid negative emotional behaviours, such as using sarcasm, shouting or humiliation. This element is multifaceted and complex, and it is arguable that the range of issues it covers justifies allocating more than one element to it. There are two particular aspects of teacher-student relationships that deserve specific attention: relationships with students with SEND (special educational needs and disabilities) and culturally relevant teaching.

The requirement for respect and sensitivity towards students’ individual needs is amplified in both importance and difficulty when those needs are more diverse or extreme. Developing good relationships of trust and respect with students with special educational needs, neurodiversity or disabilities often requires specific knowledge and adaptation. Generic labels such as SEND or their subcategories cover a wide range of individual differences, and the processes by which they become attached to individual students – or may go undiagnosed – are also variable. Great teachers know their students well as individuals, are well informed about the nature and requirements of their students’ specific needs and have strategies to accommodate them.

Another key part of this element is the need for teaching to be ‘culturally relevant’ (Ladson-Billings, 1995): great teachers are aware of, respectful
towards and responsive to the cultural identities of their students. This is particularly important when the students’ culture differs from, and has the potential to conflict with, that of the teacher or school. Teachers must ensure that good relationships and academic success are compatible with students honouring their cultural competences, values and identities.

The second element views the classroom environment through student-student interactions and relationships. Classrooms where students respect and pay attention to each other’s thoughts, and feel safe to express their own thoughts, are more productive for learning. Where students cooperate with each other effectively, they are able to benefit from learning interactions with their peers. By contrast, in classrooms where relationships between students are characterised by aggression, hostility, belittling or disrespect, learning is impeded. The teacher plays a role in promoting these positive student relationships and interactions. This aspect of the classroom environment is an element of the Praetorius et al. (2018) model, the Dynamic Model (Creemers & Kyriakides, 2011) and the CLASS framework (Pianta et al., 2012).

The third element of the supportive classroom environment focuses directly on student motivation. Students who are motivated to study, learn, engage and succeed are more likely to do so. In considering motivation, we follow Praetorius et al. (2018) and draw on Deci and Ryan’s (2008) self-determination theory (SDT) and, in particular, its application to education (Guay et al., 2008). SDT prioritises the kinds of motivation that support the individual’s wellbeing and development as much as their task performance. SDT distinguishes between two kinds of motivation: autonomous (which is characterised by a feeling of volition, though may have either intrinsic or extrinsic value that has become part of the individual’s identity) and controlled (characterised by feeling “pressure to think, feel, or behave in particular ways”, either through explicit, contingent reward/punishment, or “introjected regulation”: feelings such as guilt, shame or contingent approval). Autonomous motivation is promoted when individuals feel that three basic needs are met: autonomy, competence and relatedness. Autonomy refers to feeling that they choose their behaviour and that it is aligned with their values and interests. Competence means feeling capable of producing desired outcomes and avoiding undesirable ones. Relatedness means feeling connected with and mutually supported by other people.

The fourth and final element of creating a supportive environment concerns teachers’ expectations and attributions. Teachers should demand high standards of work and behaviour from all students, being careful not to convey lower expectations for any subgroup, especially one where a common stereotype may be negative. Even when lower expectations may be indirectly conveyed with good intentions (e.g., praising students for poor work to encourage them; avoiding asking challenging questions to students who seem less confident or helping them sooner when they are stuck), it may still undermine their learning. High expectations may be seen as a form of ‘tough
Evidence for Dimension 2

This dimension is one part of the German three-dimensional model (Praetorius et al., 2018) and at the heart of the CLASS framework (Classroom Assessment Scoring System, Pianta et al., 2012). This prominence may partly reflect the origins of CLASS in early years settings, though the development and extension of CLASS to classrooms with older children has shown it is just as important there. Nevertheless, it may be that some aspects of this dimension are more important in some types of classroom setting than others (for example, with younger or more educationally ‘at-risk’ students, or those for whom schooling is generally a less positive experience; Pianta et al., 2012). Indicators of classroom climate also feature in two internationally validated instruments for measuring teaching quality, ICALT (van de Grift et al., 2017) and ISTOF (Muijs et al., 2018).

The importance of classroom environment and relationships is supported by several prominent psychological theories. Among these are Deci and Ryan’s (2008) self-determination theory, which identifies feelings of competence, autonomy and social-relatedness as the requirements for students to be motivated and to achieve. Also invoked are theories of meaningful engagement (Csikszentmihalyi & Schneider, 2000), self-efficacy (Bandura et al., 1996), attachment theory (Bowlby, 1969) and Vygotskian social constructivism (Vygotsky, 1962).

We might justify the need for these positive teacher behaviours on grounds of decency and human rights. But there is also empirical evidence to suggest that they are associated with higher achievement, along with other positive student outcomes (Hamre et al., 2014; Pianta et al., 2012; Praetorius et al., 2018). For example, evaluations of My Teaching Partner (e.g., Allen et al., 2011) show that when teachers work on improving the warmth and supportiveness of classrooms, student outcomes improve. There is also evidence of benefits for attainment from the evaluations of interventions that target social and emotional learning by improving classroom environment (Jones & Doolittle, 2017).

There is evidence that autonomous forms of motivation are more conducive to student attainment, persistence and depth of thinking (Vansteenkiste et al., 2004), though other studies have found mixed results and there may be some confusion in the literature about what kinds of teacher behaviours may be classed as ‘autonomy-promoting’. The requirements of autonomy,
competence and relatedness are explicitly observed in the German three-dimensional model (Praetorius et al., 2018). In this framework, supporting autonomy means making work interesting and relevant, avoiding competitiveness or public pressure and allowing students choices about how they work; supporting competence means differentiating the difficulty level of work, adapting the level of support, giving students enough time to think and keep up, and responding positively and constructively to errors; support for social relatedness concerns the relationships between teacher-student and student-student outlined above. Praetorius et al. found an overall small positive association (0.12) between these observed behaviours and student attainment.

The relationship between high teacher expectations and student attainment has been a mainstay of educational effectiveness research since it began (Muijs et al., 2014). Although much of this research has failed to establish the direction of causality, to conceptualise ‘expectations’ properly, or to demonstrate that we know how to change teachers’ expectations, there probably is enough evidence that both subliminal and explicit teacher expectations can influence student attainment and become, at least to some extent, self-fulfilling prophecies (Muijs et al., 2014). Moreover, it is a characteristic of effective interventions such as mastery learning (Bloom, 1976) that teachers require mastery from all students (Creemers et al., 2013). Another source of theoretical support for high expectations comes from goal-setting theory (Locke & Latham, 2002) which finds that, other things being equal (goals must be specific, accepted, possible and not conflicted), the more challenging the goal, the better the level of performance actually achieved.

Research on the importance of students’ attributions is also abundant (Yeager & Walton, 2011). A range of interventions to help students expect early struggle, to see ability as malleable/incremental rather than fixed/entity or to attribute results to strategy use have found that future expectancies, persistence and performance can be improved by encouraging adaptive attributions (Dweck, 2000; Weiner, 1985; Yeager & Walton, 2011).

Although we are not aware of any direct evidence for this hypothesis, it may be that the teaching skills and behaviours that promote a supportive environment belong in the more advanced end of the teacher development curriculum. It may be possible for competent teachers to be quite effective in promoting learning for most students without really paying much attention to this dimension – that might explain why some of the empirically grounded frameworks, such as the Dynamic Model of Creemers and Kyriakides (2011), do not even include this aspect. Perhaps classroom environment becomes important for determining learning only when other things are well established, or matters significantly for only some students. Overall, it seems unlikely that devoting effort to improving this dimension will be a high-leverage strategy for improving outcomes for most teachers. Nevertheless, we have included it because: (a) there is good evidence that it can have at least a small impact on learning in general classrooms; (b) there may be some contexts or individuals for whom the impact is much larger; and (c) there is good evidence for its impact on wider outcomes, such as student wellbeing and attitudes (Pianta et al., 2012).
Great teachers manage the classroom to maximise opportunity to learn

No model of teaching effectiveness could be complete without classroom management: managing the behaviour and activities of a class of students is what teachers do. Yet is it also controversial. Different teachers have very different styles, values and priorities.
Summary of Dimension 3

3.1 Managing time and resources efficiently in the classroom to maximise productivity and minimise wasted time (e.g., starts, transitions); giving clear instructions so students understand what they should be doing; using (and explicitly teaching) routines to make transitions smooth

3.2 Ensuring that rules, expectations and consequences for behaviour are explicit, clear and consistently applied

3.3 Preventing, anticipating and responding to potentially disruptive incidents; reinforcing positive student behaviours; signalling awareness of what is happening in the classroom and responding appropriately

One of the most persistent findings of the ‘process-product’ classroom observation tradition is the importance of ‘opportunity to learn’ and ‘time on task’ (Creemers et al., 2013; Muijs et al., 2014). No teacher will be surprised to learn that being presented with curriculum content in an accessible format and having time to engage with it are found to be necessary for learning to take place. Managing lessons so that time is used productively is a core teaching skill. Specific practices, such as giving clear instructions and establishing routines and rules, support this. Managing student behaviour comes under this heading too: dealing with disruption, but, crucially, preventing it happening in the first place.

Classroom management and efficiency are featured in all the frameworks for teaching quality we have seen, but different frameworks seem to cut this dimension in different ways. We have gone with three strands, though each comprises a collection of techniques, practices and principles: (1) using time efficiently, (2) establishing clear rules, and (3) managing disruption. We also note that how these phenomena are manifested in a particular classroom depends on a lot more than just the skill and behaviours of the teacher: characteristics of the students and the wider school environment/policies, for example, are both important factors (Bennett, 2017). The same teacher seen teaching a difficult topic to a class containing individuals with persistently challenging behaviours in a school where the rules are unclear or inconsistently applied, might look very different with a fun topic, a class full of biddable students and in a school with strong behaviour support.

Nevertheless, our purpose is not to evaluate teachers but to help them improve. If there are skills that teachers can learn to improve the efficiency, stability and focus of their classrooms, then those skills should be captured in our model so that we can give teachers good feedback about their current status, likely areas and directions for high-leverage improvement effort, and ongoing progress and growth.
Elements of Dimension 3

1. The first element of this dimension relates to the efficient use of time and resources. Great teachers plan activities and resources so that everything works smoothly. Settling down time at the start of a lesson or after a transition is minimised – students get started on meaningful work straight away and work right up to the end of the lesson. Part of this is about giving students clear and simple instructions so they know exactly what they should be doing. Routines can also be an element of great teaching – explicitly teaching students a pattern of behaviour that will be used regularly.

2. The second component is about the consistent and fair application of rules. Rules and expectations should be clearly understood and accepted by all students. Violations should be rare, but when they do happen are treated fairly and appropriately, and as consistently as possible, so that students know that predictable consequences will follow.

3. The third element concerns preventing and responding to disruption. One of the features of great teaching is that disruption is not seen, but this is often because the teacher has successfully anticipated and prevented it happening. Kern and Clemens (2007) review research on ‘antecedent strategies’ – whole-class and individually-targeted strategies that teachers can use to “establish a classroom environment that is positive, orderly, predictable and motivating” as a way of preventing disruption and managing student behaviour. The term ‘withitness’ was coined by Kounin (1977) to describe a teacher’s awareness of what is happening in the classroom, even when their attention appears to be elsewhere. Great teachers do not actually have eyes in the back of their head, but their students may think they do. A key part of this skill is that the teacher signals their awareness, perhaps with just a look or movement, so students feel they are under surveillance. Great teachers also use praise and positive reinforcement to support desired behaviour (Calderella et al., 2020). When disruption or disorder does occur, teachers respond firmly and appropriately to minimise the effect on learning. Great teachers draw on targeted approaches that are tailored to the individual needs of students with a history of challenging behaviour.

Evidence for Dimension 3

A large body of evidence supports the use of these strategies to promote learning, so much so that it hardly needs unpacking (for example: Creemers & Kyriakides, 2011; EEF, 2019; Kern & Clemens, 2007; Moore et al., 2019; Muijs et al., 2014, 2018; Scheerens & Bosker, 1997; van de Grift et al., 2017). Praetorius et al. (2018) present evidence of correlations between measures of attainment and classroom management from 1,000 classrooms across ten studies, with a median correlation of 0.18 – the largest of their three dimensions.
Great teachers present content, activities and interactions that activate their students’ thinking

In many ways, Dimension 4 represents the heart of great teaching: getting students to think hard about the material you want them to learn. It may also be the hardest part of the job to learn, partly because it is rare to get reliable feedback about whether it is working: student learning is invisible, slow and non-linear, so how can we tell if it is happening?
Summary of Dimension 4

4.1 Structuring: giving students an appropriate sequence of learning tasks; signalling learning objectives, rationale, overview, key ideas and stages of progress; matching tasks to learners’ needs and readiness; scaffolding and supporting to make tasks accessible to all, but gradually removing them so that all students succeed at the required level.

4.2 Explaining: presenting and communicating new ideas clearly, with concise, appropriate, engaging explanations; connecting new ideas to what has previously been learnt (and re-activating/checking prior knowledge); using examples (and non-examples) appropriately to help learners understand and build connections; modelling/demonstrating new skills or procedures with appropriate scaffolding and challenge; using worked/part-worked examples.

4.3 Questioning: using questions and dialogue to promote elaboration and connected, flexible thinking among learners (e.g., ‘Why?’, ‘Compare’, etc.); using questions to elicit student thinking; getting responses from all students; using high-quality assessment to evidence learning; interpreting, communicating and responding to assessment evidence appropriately.

4.4 Interacting: responding appropriately to feedback from students about their thinking/knowledge/understanding; giving students actionable feedback to guide their learning.

4.5 Embedding: giving students tasks that embed and reinforce learning; requiring them to practise until learning is fluent and secure; ensuring that once-learnt material is reviewed/revisited to prevent forgetting.

4.6 Activating: helping students to plan, regulate and monitor their own learning; progressing appropriately from structured to more independent learning as students develop knowledge and expertise.

Elements of Dimension 4

Partly because this fourth dimension is so complex, there seems to be a wide range of different ways to present it in different existing frameworks. We have split it into six elements here, though the total weight of content in this dimension means they are each quite broad and inevitably overlapping. It seems likely that when we start to develop instruments to give teachers feedback about their development, some further splitting may be required. Our six elements are: structuring, explaining, questioning, interacting, embedding and activating.
Structuring refers to the choice, matching and sequencing of learning tasks and signalling how they contribute to learning goals. Great teachers share learning aims with their students in ways that help students to understand what success looks like. This does not mean simply writing out lesson objectives or (worse still) getting students to copy them down. Abstract statements of learning aims may be useful but are certainly not enough. To specify learning aims properly, teachers also need to have examples of the kinds of problems, tasks and questions learners will be able to do, as well as examples of work that demonstrates them, with a clear story about how and why each piece of work meets each aim. Great teachers also help students to understand why a particular activity is taking place and how current learning fits into a wider structure. They draw attention to key ideas and signal transitions between activities that focus on different parts of the journey.

A component of structuring is the selection of learning tasks. Tasks must present an appropriate level of difficulty for each student: hard enough to move them forward, but not so hard that they cannot cope, given the existing knowledge and resources they can draw on. Tasks must also promote deep rather than just surface-level thinking (Hattie, 2012), focusing on abstraction, generalisation and the connectedness and flexibility of ideas rather than just reproduction of facts or procedures. In planning a curriculum, tasks must be sequenced so that prerequisite knowledge and skills are accessible and fluent when they are needed. Great teachers build in opportunities for review to check this is the case – and adapt their plans if not.

Great teachers also recognise that complex tasks often require scaffolding: beginning with a simplified or limited version of the task to make it manageable. This often requires some differentiation, as different learners may begin with different levels of readiness and different capacity for learning new material. A knowledge of individual students’ needs, including SEND, comes into play here. However, one of the defining characteristics of great teachers is that they require all students to achieve success (Hattie, 2012). Scaffolding provides a gentler entry, but the destination remains the same. Lower-attainers may take longer and need more help, but the job of teachers is to ‘disrupt the bell curve’, not just to preserve it (Wiliam, 2018). The crucial thing about scaffolding is that you take it away as ideas and procedures become secure and fluent: by the end, those complex tasks are accessible to all.

The second element of Dimension 4 is explaining. All teachers present new content and ideas to students, but the best presentations have concise, appropriate, engaging explanations that are just right for the students: neither too short nor too long; neither too complex nor too simple. Evidence from both cognitive load theory (CLT, Sweller et al., 1998, 2019) and direct instruction (Adams & Engelmann, 1996; Stockard et al., 2018) supports the importance of good explanations. In presenting material, teachers should pay attention to the ‘cognitive load’ it presents to their students: limiting the number
and complexity of new elements; breaking complex ideas or procedures into smaller steps; helping students to assimilate concepts into – and extend – existing schemas; minimising extraneous, irrelevant or distracting input, from either content or environment. Presentations should be planned, crafted and refined, using the collective expertise of experienced teachers and the wisdom of trial and error, to make them as effective as possible.

Part of the skill of explaining is connecting new ideas to prior knowledge. Great teachers know that durable and flexible knowledge depends on connecting ideas together, creating and modifying schemas. A schema is a cognitive structure that enables information to be organised and stored in long-term memory. Schemas are very powerful for learning because they allow individual bits of knowledge to be ‘chunked’ together into an overarching principle or concept, or for a series of procedures to be combined into a single ‘script’, and hence processed as a single element. A simple example would be a beginning reader’s schema for the letter ‘a’, which allows them to recognise that a whole range of different shapes (e.g., a, a, a, a, a, A, A) are actually equivalent in terms of their meaning. The steps in a procedure, such as column subtraction, or conjugating regular -er verbs in the present tense in French, can also be stored as a schema, allowing the whole process to be treated as a single, automated element that can be drawn on in solving a more complex problem. Prior knowledge is structured in schemas and the process of acquiring new knowledge consists of accommodating it into existing or modified schemas and making connections between them (CESE, 2017; Sweller, 1994). Hence, learning depends on the connections that learners make between new ideas and what they already know. Great teachers activate that prior knowledge, reinforce it and connect new ideas to it.

A key insight here is that long-term memory is not just a storage facility, analogous to an encyclopaedia or information searchable on the internet; nor is it limited to routine facts. Instead, the structure and connections among elements of memorised knowledge are precisely what enable it to be used in solving problems or performing complex tasks: if it is not structured and accessible in memory, it cannot be used. Conversely, if a student has a good store of well-structured knowledge, and fluent, automated skills, absorbing new ideas and procedures is much easier. In the same way that gardeners prepare the soil before sowing seeds, great teachers prepare their students for new knowledge by ensuring their existing schemas are well-connected, fluent and accessible. This is one of the reasons why presenting great explanations is not just a generic skill, like being a good communicator: it depends on a detailed knowledge of the content and ideas being explained and how they are learnt.

Cognitive load theory:
Since Sweller first proposed cognitive load theory in the 1980s, it has evolved. A key thread that runs through this research is that humans’ capacity for processing information is limited. Working memory can only handle so much at a given moment; this is dependent on the type and complexity of the information. Understanding CLT can be helpful in becoming better at explaining, but there is more to it.
One of the ways teachers explain new ideas is with the use of examples. Examples can make the abstract concrete and support conceptual understanding if used appropriately (Booth et al., 2017; Braithwaite & Goldstone, 2015). Examples supply content to the theory-building and schema-developing processes that are necessary for new knowledge to be connected, classified and stored. Also necessary for these processes are non-examples and borderline cases: the exceptions and hard cases that define the boundaries of a rule or definition. For learners to construct strong schemas, they need to understand the limits between what does and does not count as an example.

There is also a good deal of evidence that the use of worked examples can be helpful in introducing new ideas (Booth et al., 2017; Sweller et al., 2019). Particularly effective are ‘completion problems’ where students are given partial solutions and required to complete them. These can help students to focus on the examples but also manage the difficulty level while retaining authentic tasks.

Our third element is questioning. Pretty much every model of teaching includes this in some form. For example, Rosenshine enjoins us to ‘ask a large number of questions and check the responses of all students’ (2010, p. 12). But questioning is already one of the commonest things teachers do, and the key to quality is not the number of questions but the type and how they are used. For Hattie (2012) it is about the balance between deep and surface-level thinking that teachers promote. When Smith et al. (2008) searched for the strongest differentiators between ‘expert’ and ‘experienced’ teachers they found a focus on promoting deep learning to be one of five distinguishing characteristics (along with: presenting content effectively; creating a learning climate; monitoring and giving feedback; believing that all students can succeed). Hattie (2012) defines this deeper understanding as ‘more integrated, more coherent and at a higher level of abstraction’. The key point is that just asking a lot of questions is not a marker of quality; it’s about the types of questions, the time allowed for, and depth of, student thinking they provoke or elicit, and how teachers interact with the responses.

This raises an important distinction between different reasons teachers do questioning. Understanding and promoting great teaching requires us to attend to teachers’ purposes as well as their practices: not just what they do, but why they do it; what problems they are trying to solve (Kennedy, 2016). Teachers use questioning for two main – and quite distinct – purposes: to promote students’ thinking, and to assess it.

In the former purpose, questioning is a tool to promote deep and connected thinking. Great teachers use questioning as part of a dialogue in which students are engaged and stretched. They prompt students to give explanations and justifications for their answers, or just to improve an initial response, to describe their thinking processes, to elaborate on their answers, exploring implications, ‘what-if’s and connections with other ideas and
knowledge (Dunlosky et al., 2013; Praetorius et al., 2018). Although we have used the word ‘questioning’ here, the range of activities teachers use to promote oracy and dialogue are much wider. They may also encourage students to ask their own questions. Shimamura (2018) encourages learners to apply the ‘three Cs’ (categorise, compare and contrast) and ‘elaborative-interrogation’ (asking, and answering, ‘why’ and ‘how’ questions) to help them learn new ideas. Great questioning promotes deep student thinking, helping them to connect and elaborate ideas.

In questioning designed for the latter purpose, the focus is on eliciting and checking student thinking, knowledge and understanding: in other words, assessment. Asking questions, or providing prompts, that provide clear insight into whether students have grasped the required knowledge and understanding is hard; it is in the nature of assessment (and indeed all human communication) that student responses are always equivocal, and interpretations should be probabilistic rather than certain. Questioning that is interactive may go some way to overcome this if follow-ups and prompts are used skilfully to clarify. Great teachers also have strategies for checking the responses of all students. Asking meaningful and appropriate questions that target essential learning, collecting and interpreting a response from every student, and responding to the results, all in real time in the flow of a lesson, is hard to do well, but great teachers do it and it is probably a skill that can be learnt.

Whether questions are asked interactively or as part of a fixed assessment process, starting with great questions that provide maximum information is key. When used for the purpose of assessment, questions should be seen as tools to elicit insights into students’ thinking. Questions provide information if they discriminate between those who know and those who don’t yet. Whether an assessment is a single question or a formal examination, great teachers understand the amount of information it provides, how much weight it carries and what inferences and decisions it can support. They understand that what has been learnt is not the same as what has been taught (Nuthall, 2007) and that assessment is the only tool we have to make the former visible, albeit ‘through a glass, darkly’. Crucially, they plan and adapt their teaching to respond to what assessment tells them.

This responsiveness is at the heart of our fourth element, interacting. The quality of learning interactions between teachers and students is central to the learning process. Interactions may be seen as a form of feedback, and again there are two distinct purposes here: feedback to teachers that informs their decisions, and feedback to students that helps them learn.

The former purpose, feedback to inform teacher decisions, overlaps considerably with the previous element. Information from questioning and assessment is the basis of this feedback. But it is how the teacher responds to the feedback that matters. First of all, teachers have to understand and interpret the assessment result appropriately. They may need to check or
verify that their interpretations are correct. They also need to appraise the context accurately, being sensitive to the needs, history and dispositions of the student(s) involved. Then they need to identify and decide among a set of options for action. Each will have trade-offs between, for example, time, effort and reward. If some students need more time and help with a topic while others are ready to move on, for example, this may be a hard choice. Finally, they need to implement the chosen option effectively to achieve the desired learning.

For the latter purpose, feedback goes the other way: to the student. Although we know that feedback can enhance learning powerfully (Hattie & Timperley, 2007), we also know that the mediating effects of different combinations of kinds of feedback, learner and task characteristics and different ways of giving feedback are extremely complex. There is no simple recipe for giving powerful feedback. Feedback can help by clarifying or emphasising goals or success criteria (‘Where am I going?’, Hattie & Timperley, 2007), thus directing students’ attention to productive goals. It may draw attention to a gap between actual and desired levels of performance (‘How am I going?’), which, again, may be positive if goals are challenging, accepted and accompanied by feelings of self-efficacy (Locke & Latham, 2002). It may cue attributions for success or failure to reasons the student can control, such as effort or strategy choice (Dweck, 2000). Or it may indicate productive next steps (‘Where to next?’; Hattie & Timperley, 2007). This last mechanism may be the hardest to predict and deliver, precisely because it is a complex interaction between what the learner knows already, what they need to know and their readiness to do what is required to bridge the gap. It also requires an expert judgement about the kinds of actionable next steps that are most likely to deliver the most learning, given all these variables. Great teachers have enough knowledge and experience of similar situations to develop sound intuition about what is likely to work best (Hogarth, 2001), but such intuition is hard to capture in simple rules.

The fifth element is embedding, getting the learning to stick. The importance of embedding learning rests on the insight from cognitive load theory that memory is not just a storage facility for facts that could just as easily be looked up: the schemas that we use to organise knowledge in memory are the very things we use to think with and to connect new learning to (Sweller, 1994).

There are numerous ways great teachers embed learning. One is by ensuring that students practise any procedures that are regularly required to be fluent and accurate. A large body of psychological research shows that ‘overlearning’ (continuing to practise after performance has reached a specified standard) can be important for producing learning that is durable and flexible (Soderstrom & Bjork, 2015). Knowledge or schemas that are required for future learning must be secure and readily retrievable. Forgetting is normal but can be slowed or prevented by periodic revisiting and review.
Great teachers ensure that students practise until learning is fluent, automatic and secure.

An important point to note here is that student practice generally needs to be monitored and guided initially (Rosenshine, 2010). In new learning, there is typically a transition; practice begins as helping to learn the ideas, developing connections and understanding, and building schemas; then follows consolidation, gaining confidence and fluency, in which scaffolds and other supports are removed, as is the need for teacher guidance and monitoring; finally comes embedding, where practice becomes independent, fluent, accurate and automatic. Great teachers understand and plan for this transition, monitoring and supporting each student’s passage through it and ensuring there is adequate time for each stage.

Practice is particularly effective if it is distributed or ‘spaced’ over time, with deliberate gaps between for forgetting. Distributing practice like this makes learning feel harder and reduces performance during actual practice, even though it is more effective in the long term – what Bjork and Bjork (2011) have called a ‘desirable difficulty’. Great teachers provide opportunities for students to practise procedures and recall of information that must be learnt until it is fluent, and to repeatedly revisit and re-practise after allowing time to forget.

Another approach to embedding is to exploit the ‘testing effect’, requiring learners to generate answers or recall information from memory in a (low-stakes) test-like process. Again, a vast body of research shows that this is the single most effective way to increase long-term retrieval strength: the ability to recall information or procedures after a delay (Adesope et al., 2017). Moreover, the benefits of testing are not limited to simple recall; the process of having to search for and generate answers also strengthens the connections with, and retrievability of, related information (Delaney et al., 2010). As with all learning, students get better at what they are required to do, so it is important to require them to answer questions that go beyond simple recall and surface-level thinking. Great teachers use the testing effect to delay forgetting with questions that require deep and connected thinking. And of course, testing and spacing can be combined by making time to revisit previously learnt, but about to be forgotten, material after a suitable delay.

There are also other practices that, if done well, can help to ensure learning is durably and flexibly embedded. These include interleaving, varying the conditions of practice, elaboration, and self-explanation (Bjork & Bjork, 2011; Dunlosky et al., 2013; Weinstein et al., 2018). Great teachers understand the principles behind these effects and the contexts in which they are likely to be useful, have a range of strategies for deploying them in practice, and incorporate appropriate and effective use into their teaching.
The sixth and final element of Dimension 4 is **activating**: helping students to become independent by planning, regulating and monitoring their own learning. Activating, and in particular promoting, student **metacognition**, is a feature of many of the research-based frameworks (e.g., Ko et al., 2013; Praetorius et al., 2018; van de Grift et al., 2017).

When teachers introduce new ideas, it is appropriate to be directive: presenting structured content explicitly, directly teaching what needs to be understood. However, for most educators, the larger aim is to wean students off this dependency on the teacher, encouraging them to become independent, self-actualised learners. In some accounts, this contrast is presented as a polarised opposition between ‘traditional’, teacher-led, didactic approaches on the one hand, and, on the other, ‘progressive’, student-focused, constructivist methods and beliefs. In part at least, this division reflects a misunderstanding of the complexity of teaching: different approaches work best at different times, with different students, according to different learning aims, at different stages in the learning process, etc. One approach doesn’t fit all.

Within cognitive load theory, both the ‘expertise-reversal effect’ and the ‘guidance-fading effect’ refer to the finding that strategies such as presenting limited, structured content and worked examples, which work best for ‘novices’ (i.e., students who do not yet have the knowledge of the topic or domain encoded in schemas in long-term memory) are no longer the most effective for ‘experts’, whose chunking and automation of individual elements allow them to tackle and learn more from solving whole problems (Sweller et al., 2019). Using problem-solving as a teaching strategy is overwhelming and inefficient for learners who do not have the required background knowledge, but becomes optimal and necessary when they do.

Interventions to promote the use of metacognitive strategies are among those with the largest effects on attainment, and strategies to help students plan, monitor and evaluate should be explicitly taught and supported (EEF, 2018). Students of all ages should be explicitly taught strategies to plan, monitor and evaluate their learning, ideally in the context of the specific content they are learning. Great teachers also draw attention to their own planning and self-regulation when they model the process of completing complex tasks, and similarly encourage students to ‘self-explain’ their thinking.

---

**Metacognition:**

Although it has a simple literal meaning of “thinking about thinking,” metacognition has developed into a broad umbrella term for a number of related cognitive processes. Different frameworks have chosen to focus on different aspects or definitions of this concept. Ultimately, the associated strategies share the aim of helping learners plan, monitor, and evaluate their learning.
Evidence for Dimension 4

Dimension 4 of our model is derived from the ‘cognitive activation’ dimension of Praetorius et al. (2018), but it features in every other framework too.

A significant challenge with this dimension is that most of the teacher behaviours that have been found to be effective for activating students’ thinking are quite complex. There isn’t a simple recipe for developing students’ metacognition, for example, or for giving students actionable and appropriate feedback. The very same teacher action could be good in one context, with students of a particular age, history and level of knowledge/skills, in relation to a particular piece of work, and bad in another. Some of the instruments for evaluating teaching make a distinction between ‘low-inference’ indicators, where the judgement or rating can be made quite easily and ‘high-inference’, where a more complex specification and a considerable amount of training for raters is required to get consistency. For many of the really powerful elements of cognitive activation, capturing a valid indicator is at the ‘high-inference’ end of this continuum. It may also be that even expert, trained observers simply cannot perceive enough of the complexity and subtlety of the classroom context to make valid judgements about whether a particular practice is ‘good’. This certainly feels like an area where verbal descriptions of practice are inadequate, or at least only a starting point. Understanding what each element means and what really excellent practice looks like could be seen as a life’s work.

Another complexity is prioritising among all these elements. Not all of these are important for every teacher to work to improve. It may be, for example, that some parts of the previous three dimensions are prerequisites for this one: if you don’t have the content knowledge, or basic classroom management, then those should come first. Some elements of cognitive activation may be a career-long project: even an experienced, expert teacher may find value in improving these aspects of their practice. Some may be best bets for quite a large group of teachers. Wiliam (2018) argues, for example, that a small number of strategies within this dimension, grouped as comprising formative assessment, are likely to offer the highest leverage for most teachers. Rosenshine’s (2010) ten principles of instruction may also be seen as high-leverage skills within this dimension.

We think the jury is still out on this question of priorities: existing evidence and theory cannot give an individual teacher a clear-enough steer about which element they should prioritise, or even whether they should try to work on more than one. In the subsequent stages of this project we hope to collect data from teachers working in different ways to improve their practice so that we can learn how to match different kinds of advice, guidance and support to the individual needs of a teacher in order to have the biggest positive impact on student learning.

Structuring is an explicit focus of many of the existing frameworks. For example, it is one of the eight dimensions of the Dynamic Model (Creemers and Kyriakides, 2011), as is ‘orientation’, which involves clarifying and sharing objectives, and is merged here under the heading of structuring. Careful curriculum sequencing is emphasised in a number of well-validated models of teaching, including mastery learning and direct instruction (Creemers et al., 2013). Selection of appropriate learning tasks and matching their difficulty to students’ existing knowledge and readiness, including scaffolding for difficult tasks, features in many models and reviews of effective instruction (e.g., Ko et al., 2013;Muijs et al., 2018; Praetorius et al., 2018; Rosenshine & Stevens, 1986; van de Grift et al., 2017). The need for a balance between foundational knowledge and higher-level extension into ‘deep thinking’ for all learners is also widely supported (e.g., Hattie, 2012; Pianta et al., 2012; Praetorius et al., 2018).
Support for the importance of explaining draws on evidence from both cognitive load theory (Sweller et al., 1998, 2019) and direct instruction (Adams & Engelmann, 1996; Stockard et al., 2018), as does the use of examples, non-examples, worked examples and completion problems (Booth et al., 2017; Braithwaite & Goldstone, 2015; Sweller et al., 2019). The importance of clear presentation of ideas is an explicit focus of both the ISTOF and ICALT frameworks (Muijs et al., 2018; van de Grift et al., 2017).

Teachers’ use of questioning is also widely featured in the evidence-based frameworks (e.g., Creemers & Kyriakides, 2011; Muijs et al., 2018; Rosenshine & Stevens, 1986; van de Grift et al., 2017). Most of these emphasise the importance of the types of questions asked and how teachers respond to them, as do Hattie (2012), Smith et al. (2008) and Ko et al. (2013). The use of elaborative interrogation is judged to have ‘moderate utility’ by Dunlosky et al. (2013). Questioning as part of formative assessment has a strong evidence base (e.g., Wiliam, 2010).

Interacting denotes the quality of learning interactions between teachers and students, including feedback in both directions. Evidence for the importance of feedback in learning is abundant (e.g., Hattie & Timperley, 2007; Kluger & DeNisi, 1996), especially if combined with goal-setting (Locke and Latham, 2002). Evidence about the role of feedback in prompting adaptive attributions has been cited above under Dimension 2, Element 4.

Embedding learning through practice and retrieval features in some frameworks (e.g., Creemers & Kyriakides, 2011; Rosenshine, 2010) but is noticeably absent from others. These practices draw both theoretical and empirical support from cognitive science, including studies in authentic school classrooms (e.g., Adesope et al, 2017; Delaney et al., 2010; Dunlosky et al., 2013; Weinstein et al., 2018).

Activating – supporting students as self-activated learners – includes strategies that encourage independence, planning, regulating and monitoring. These teacher behaviours are explicitly mentioned in many of the research-based frameworks (e.g., Ko et al., 2013; Praetorius et al., 2018; van de Grift et al., 2017). Extensive evidence from intervention studies supports explicit teaching of metacognitive strategies (e.g., Donker et al., 2014; Hacker et al., 2009).
What next?

We hope that our model can help you make more evidence-informed decisions about how to spend a limited amount of time for professional development to get the biggest return in improving student learning.

Having read through the model, you might be thinking how useful it would be to have examples of these elements, to help anchor and orientate practice in different phases and subjects. We agree, and that’s where you come in!

Your profession needs you!

You, like thousands of others, will read this review through a lens of your individual context, phase or subject. It would be simply impossible for us to create accessible examples for everybody and to do them all justice.

So, we welcome you to join the Great Teaching community.

We ask that you share your examples of these elements of Great Teaching, to tell us what they look like in your phase and subject. We ask that you discuss them with other education professionals, to begin reflecting on and improving your practice. Through your insight, you will help us shape the next steps of the Great Teaching Toolkit.

Head to [www.greatteaching.com](http://www.greatteaching.com) to start sharing and get inspired.

Dig deeper into the evidence

You have been presented with a model for great teaching, and a way to get involved with it, but you may be wondering how we got to these conclusions. Where is the evidence behind it?

In the remainder of this report you can go into more depth in each of the four dimensions, learn all about our review methodology and find an overview of all the studies we reviewed.
Appendix 1: Review methodology

This is a review of existing evidence about what teacher competencies (i.e., teacher behaviours, skills, knowledge, beliefs or other abilities) are ‘best bets’ to be worth learning in order to improve the impact of teaching. As well as these teacher competencies, we are also interested in evidence about environmental proxies that may provide a valid and timely indicator of the quality of student learning taking place in a classroom. For example, if research showed that relationships of trust and respect between students and teachers were predictive of more learning, and that feeding back an indicator of the quality of those relationships could help to improve them, then we might want to include this in our model, even though it is not directly capturing a specific teacher behaviour.

Research questions

1. What teacher competencies (i.e., teacher behaviours, skills, knowledge, attitudes, beliefs or other abilities) are ‘best bets’ for a teacher to try to learn in order to improve the impact of their teaching?
   a. How have these competencies been captured in existing studies? (Are there adequately reliable and valid measures?)
   b. Are they predictive of student learning? What kinds of relationships have been sought/found (e.g., linear, non-linear or threshold effects)?
   c. What do we know about the dependencies among different competencies? Do they interact or depend on each other?
   d. Is there evidence these competencies can be learnt?
   e. Is there evidence that deliberate attempts to improve the competency lead to greater student learning?

2. What kinds of specific, real-time measures of the quality of a classroom environment may be useful, immediate proxies for the student learning that is occurring?
   a. What evidence supports their use as valid indicators of classroom quality?
   b. Is there evidence that feedback to teachers based on these indicators can help them to improve?
The literature that could potentially be relevant to both these questions is so big and diverse that to attempt a comprehensive, systematic review would be a colossal task. We certainly did not have the time and resource for such a project, and it is debatable whether this would be time well spent.

Nevertheless, any review of this kind must address two kinds of threats:

• **Comprehensiveness**: How do we know we have included everything that is relevant? Have we missed or excluded things that should have been considered or included?

• **Bias**: Might we have emphasised or favoured perspectives or studies that offer a narrow or particular view, perhaps at the expense of other viewpoints?

Our approach was to conduct a rapid ‘umbrella’ review (i.e., a review of existing reviews), though in many cases we also reviewed the original studies directly, and our searches generated valuable individual studies as well as reviews. From these studies and reviews we extracted a list of the different teacher competencies that have been cited as related to student learning and the environmental proxies that have been claimed as indicators of classroom quality. For each of these elements we evaluated the quality and relevance of evidence supporting its inclusion in a model of ‘What is worth learning for teachers?’.
Identifying relevant studies

We used two main approaches to identifying studies: using known reviews and additional systematic search.

Existing known reviews provide a good place to start in a rapid evidence synthesis. Once we had a list of key reviews, we were able to use backwards (studies they cite) and forwards (later studies that cite them) citation search and related articles search (i.e., studies whose citations overlap). Our starting list included both research reviews and existing frameworks.

1. Reviews:
   a. What makes great teaching? Review of the underpinning research (Coe et al., 2014)
   b. Principles of Instruction (Rosenshine, 2010)
   c. Improving Quality in Education: Dynamic Approaches (Creemers & Kyriakides, 2011)
   d. Effective Teaching: A review of research and evidence (Ko et al., 2013)
   e. State of the art – teacher effectiveness and professional learning (Muijs et al., 2014)
   f. Teacher quality and student achievement (Darling-Hammond, 2000)
   g. Improving students’ learning with effective learning techniques (Dunlosky et al., 2013)
   h. Visible Learning for Teachers (Hattie, 2012)

2. Frameworks:
   b. Enhancing Professional Practice: A Framework for Teaching (Danielson, 2007)
   c. CLASS (Pianta et al., 2012)
   d. ISTOF (Muijs et al., 2018)
   e. ICALT (van de Grift et al., 2017)

In addition, we conducted keyword/topic searches of Web of Science, ERIC and Google Scholar. For Web of Science and ERIC the following string generated 18 and 53 hits, respectively:

(“teaching effectiveness” OR “teaching quality” OR “teacher impact” OR “teacher effectiveness” OR “teacher quality” OR “teacher skill” OR “teacher characteristics” OR “pedagogical practice”) AND (“learning” OR “attainment” OR “student outcomes”) AND (“impact” OR “effect” OR “effects”) AND (“systematic review” OR “meta analysis” OR “meta-analysis”)

See also: https://curry.virginia.edu/classroom-assessment-scoring-system
Search strings in Google Scholar are limited to 256 characters and generate thousands of hits, so we used the following string and screened the top 100:

(“teaching effectiveness” OR “teaching quality” OR “teacher impact” OR “teacher quality” OR “teacher characteristics”) AND (“learning” OR “attainment” OR “student outcomes”) AND (“impact” OR “effect”) AND (“systematic review” OR “meta analysis”)

Results were screened on title and abstract and then obtained and reviewed if they seemed relevant to the research questions above (and had not already been captured from the reviews/frameworks). This was more of an ad-hoc than a systematic process, but it allowed us to check that there were no significant omissions from our evidence base derived from known reviews.

For each claim in each review or study identified from the search process, we attempted to record:

- Type of design/evidence: theoretical, correlational, interventional, experimental
- Types of student outcome captured (and the quality of measures used)
- Types of teacher competency captured
- Types of environmental indicator captured
- Strength of the relationship found (either conditional or unconditional – specify which and conditioned on what)
- Context of the study: location, date, student age range
- Quality of the study and strength/relevance of the claims

In practice, many of these details were not readily available and the data extraction process was less systematic and thorough than we might have achieved with more time and resource. Nevertheless, we believe we were able to achieve sufficient saturation of findings and a good compromise between comprehensive and manageable.
Appendix 2: Overview of studies reviewed

Rosenshine (2010): Principles of Instruction

Rosenshine’s (2010) “Principles of Instruction” seems largely to have a similar audience to that of the Great Teaching Toolkit. It focuses on “aspects of language learning and instruction that are universal” and proposes adapting the suggestions to local conditions. The ten principles are derived from three sources:

- Research in cognitive science—how the human brain acquires and uses information, as well as the limits of working memory
- Observation of master teachers—those whose classrooms make the highest gains on achievement tests
- Findings of studies that taught learning strategies

A key consideration for Rosenshine’s work is its research base. In the 2010 publication, two “suggested readings” are proffered to further illustrate these claims. However, these pieces of research are not themselves reviews, but more often small-scale, limited interventions or correlational studies. This is not to say that the principles do not come from a large body of literature that supports these practices. If these do exist, however, they are neither directly cited nor signposted. Furthermore, the observational nature of some of the argumentation (e.g., “I once observed a class”) potentially belies a systematic, evidence-based argument.

Ultimately, given these reservations, Rosenshine’s list reads more as ten specific practices that can be observed in good teachers, rather than broad practices with strong evidence bases. The list comes across as theoretical; it appears to be Rosenshine’s (perhaps well-informed) musings. Without greater detail about the outcome measures captured, it remains difficult to further validate his argument. With a focus almost purely on cognitive science, the list does not address any practices pertaining to classroom management, environment, teacher knowledge, etc.

Rosenshine, while presenting principles that on face value seem plausible, leaves a significant gap for offering a more evidence-based argument. Some of his earlier work may offer a more rigorous or systematic approach to the literature (and indeed his somewhat arbitrary selection of “further reading” hints at a deep familiarity with the corpus); however, he has provided no information how earlier conceptualisations and reviews have progressed into these ten principles.
1. Begin a lesson with a short review of previous learning
2. Present new material in small steps with student practice after each step
3. Ask a large number of questions and check the responses of all students
4. Provide models
5. Guide student practice
6. Check for understanding
7. Obtain a high success rate
8. Provide scaffolds for difficult tasks
9. Require and monitor independent practice
10. Engage students in weekly and monthly review

Muijs et al. (2014): ‘State of the Art’ review

Muijs et al. (2014) offer a very different sort of review than Rosenshine. Grounded firmly in the “best evidence”, they enumerate classroom behaviours that are positively related to student achievement. While the reference list is extensive and filled with recognisable names and studies, the authors do not explain any selection criteria or search methodology to collect these resources; an initial reading suggested a “greatest hits” sort of approach.

The authors highlight six “behaviours” that they argue have the strongest research base. Some of these are focused on cognitive processes (e.g., “Opportunity to learn and time on task” and “Instruction and interaction”), while are some are focused on other aspects of teaching (e.g., “Classroom climate” and “Teacher expectations”). They also highlighted notable meta-analyses that seek to quantify effective teaching strategies.

Because most of the studies discussed in the section on effective behaviours focus on “basic skills in English and mathematics”, they also explore significant research into self-regulated learning and non-cognitive outcomes (e.g., wellbeing, self-concept, motivation, etc.).

Additionally, the authors discuss the dynamic model of educational effectiveness. A key feature of the model is that numerous levels have an effect on student achievement. Within the teacher level, they highlight the model’s eight factors and associated elements—these are observable instruction behaviours. These elements, as they are presented by Muijs et al., are generally broad approaches (e.g., “Dealing with student responses” and “Promoting the idea of modelling”), with a few more specific behaviours (e.g., “Outlining the content to be covered and signalling transitions between lesson parts” and “Analysing data in order to identify student needs and report the results to students and parents”).

The authors also include a section on what these mean for teacher professional development—both its implementation and content. This section seems less relevant to the current work of the Great Teaching Toolkit. The article concludes without a clear direction but with “an invitation to dialogue”.

Overall, their work appears to have a strong basis in educational research. They admit that much of the evidence is drawn from research in specific fields and with basic skills, with student achievement as a
typical outcome variable. However, they attempt to address this gap with the second section.

Ultimately, this review has two shortcomings. First, it does not present a single, clear framework that unifies the issues raised. Given the broad approach it had to the behaviours and elements it discussed, it couldn’t even be seen as an effective “shopping list” of things to do. Even if they were behaviours or elements that were succinct, the lack of a central organisation leaves the reader unsure of which items to extract. Is it content from the six-widely researched behaviours? The eight factors of the dynamic model? The twenty elements that are embedded within the eight factors?

Second, the article is not accessible to teachers. In a literal sense, it is behind a paywall on the Taylor and Francis website. Furthermore, the register and voice of the writing make it clear that the intended audience is not meant to be teachers. The focus ultimately was for researchers—and the call to action was not for teachers to implement this, but for the research community to engage with the topics at hand.


Darling-Hammond’s work is often referenced in literature on teacher effectiveness. Her research builds on previous research on individual teachers’ attributes, and shifts the focus to a state-level, aggregate focus. Previously, there was little evidence of a relationship between a teacher’s academic ability and students’ outcomes (as measured by test scores). Somewhat stronger evidence existed of some correlation between a teacher’s subject knowledge and student outcomes, but this was only true up to a point—after a certain point, being an expert in an academic field does not translate to increased student learning. However, a stronger-still relationship had been found between a knowledge of teaching and learning and student performance.

Given this body of research, Darling-Hammond conducted a large-scale survey of school characteristics in states across the United States. She also collected state-level data on elementary math and reading achievement. Because the research focuses on aggregate data (i.e., schools and states), the methodology does not focus on classroom practices or techniques. Among the notable findings is a negative correlation between students living in poverty, English as Additional Language learners, and minority ethnicity students and outcomes. Additionally, teacher quality, as indicated by holding a teaching certification and subject degree, has a positive correlation with student outcomes. Two decades later, these findings may not surprise readers, but they were influential in major educational policies in the US.

While it offers us little by way of classroom practices of effective teaching, it further evidences the development of teachers. Teachers can improve their practice; in doing so, it is crucial for them to achieve certain thresholds to progress to higher levels of effectiveness.

**Baumert et al. (2010)**

Baumert et al. (2010) examine the concepts of content knowledge and pedagogical content knowledge (PCK) in secondary mathematics teachers in Germany. While previous research had viewed subject knowledge as a unitary concept (e.g., Hill et al., 2004), Baumert et al. explore, both conceptually and empirically, models of the content knowledge and PCK as separate, related concepts. Their assumption is that content knowledge was a sort of threshold prerequisite for PCK, but could not act as a substitute.

The researchers examined a representative sample of Grade 10 mathematics teachers in both the academic and non-academic track in Germany. As an extension to the PISA study, teachers of mathematics answered questionnaires and tests of their teaching knowledge; the questionnaires covered
their background (including training), motivations and beliefs about teaching, and professional beliefs. The tests of teaching knowledge assessed both content knowledge in mathematics and PCK – the latter through open-ended tests of hypothetical situations. Furthermore, teachers submitted homework, tests and classroom tasks to be assessed. Similarly, their students’ achievement was measured through tests.

Teachers trained for the academic track show significantly higher scores for their content knowledge and pedagogical content knowledge. This is stronger for content knowledge (greater than one standard deviation) than for PCK; the authors hypothesise this could be because of higher requirements placed on certification, or the higher demands of teachers, on the academic track. These differences remain throughout the teachers’ careers. The research finds that the greatest prediction of teachers’ content knowledge and PCK scores is the type of teacher training programme attended.

39% of the variance in classes’ mathematics achievement (without controlling for the academic or non-academic track) is attributable to pedagogical content knowledge of the teacher. While there are socio-political considerations from the findings, they offer a clear conclusion based on their empirical evidence: teachers’ pedagogical content knowledge explains the greatest component of increased student achievement.

- Components of pedagogical content knowledge:
  - Tasks – teachers’ ability to identify multiple solution paths
  - Students – ability to recognise students’ misconceptions, difficulties, and solution strategies
  - Instruction – teachers’ knowledge of different representation and explanations of standard problems
    - Curricular level (indicator of cognitive activation)
    - Individual learning support (teachers providing adaptive explanations)
    - Effective classroom management

**Dunlosky et al. (2013)**

Dunlosky et al. (2013) produce an extensive monograph that explores ten common learning practices. The selection of these practices is not meant to be exhaustive, but to cover a few that were widely identified as common, as well as a few that would be “easy to use.” To this end, it is not meant to provide a complete framework of effective teaching. Instead, it reviews the strengths and shortcomings of each of these practices.

The ten techniques reviewed by the researchers include: elaborative interrogation; self-explanation; summarization; highlighting; keywork mnemonic; imagery use for text learning; rereading; practice testing; distributed practice; and interleaved practice.

For each of these ten, the authors describe key research that explains the technique and how it can be implemented. A notable strength of the article is how they also discuss the generalisability across different contexts—including student characteristics and learning indicators. They offer these reviews and critiques independently, rather than as a unified proposal to implement the entire set.

As a result, they offer different assessments of these ten techniques. Practice testing and distributed practice are deemed to be highly effective practices; elaborative interrogation, self-explanation, and interleaved practice are deemed moderately effective. The remaining five are classified with a low utility level. The researchers, however, do not argue that these techniques should be completely abandoned.
Instead, due to the limited contexts or criteria wherein they appear to be effective, coupled with a lack of rigorous evidence, the conclusion is that their role is limited.

Care should be taken to view these ten techniques as a guide for teachers. While the reviews (as the article reads more as multiple semi-independent reviews rather than one single one) of the literature are extensive, the ten topics discussed do not cover every classroom practice. Indeed, the purpose of the review was not to cover all classroom practices, but certain learning techniques. This exclusive focus on cognitive and learning sciences is certainly important, but does not claim to cover the complete range of an effective teacher’s actions. Furthermore, this article is incredibly lengthy and laden with technical references and extensive citations. While this is certainly a strength of this source as an academic piece, it is not in a format that is accessible to most teachers. To Dunlosky’s great credit, parallel versions have been created that communicate key findings in a medium and style that is accessible and useful to teachers.

The reviews effectively offer researchers some techniques that compose effective teaching, but ultimately stop short of suggesting all the practices effective teaching comprises.

**Praetorius et al. (2018)**

Praetorius et al. (2018) present a framework for teaching quality that has been widely used in German-speaking countries and was originally developed in the context of maths education for the 1995 TIMSS-Video study. A three-dimensional model emerged from factor analysis of these instruments. The main framework consists of the three main dimensions, beneath which are 21 sub-dimensions. These sub-dimensions are derived from a set of classroom observation scales developed in Germany in the 1990s (Clausen, 2002; Gruehn, 2000). For each sub-dimension, Praetorius et al. give up to three example items to illustrate how it has been operationalised.

One feature of this model is that it contains nothing that is subject-specific: “the dimensions are conceptualised as being generic in nature, and thus as being applicable across school subjects” (p. 2).

The Three Basic Dimensions framework is derived from a theoretically-guided view of teaching and learning, as much as by direct empirical evidence. For example, its view of motivation comes from Deci and Ryan’s (2008) self-determination theory, focusing on competence, autonomy and relatedness as the requirements for students to be motivated.
The Three Basic Dimensions Framework

The three main dimensions are classroom management, student support and cognitive activation. Their components, as listed by Praetorius et al. (2018) are set out here:

Classroom management

- (Lack of) disruptions and discipline
- (Effective) time use/time on task
- Monitoring/‘withitness’
- Clear rules and routines

Student support

- Support of competence experience
  - Differentiation and adaptive support
  - Pace of instruction
  - Constructive approach to errors
  - Factual, constructive feedback/appreciation
- Support of autonomy experience
  - Interestingness and relevance
  - Performance pressure and competition (negative indicator)
  - Individual choice options
- Support of social relatedness experience
  - Teacher → student
  - Student → teacher
  - Student → student

Cognitive activation

- Challenging tasks and questions
- Exploring and activating prior knowledge
- Exploration of the students’ ways of thinking/elicitation of student thinking
- Receptive/transmissive understanding of learning of the teacher (negative indicator)
- Discursive and co-constructive learning
- Genetic-socratic teaching
- Supporting metacognition

Supporting evidence

Praetorius et al. cite 39 research reports, based on 21 research studies/projects, in support of the framework. For each sub-dimension in the framework, the number of studies included and reported is shown in Table 1.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>No. of cited studies that included this element</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Classroom management</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Lack of) disruptions and discipline</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Effective) time use/time on task</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monitoring/‘withitness’</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clear rules and routines</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student support</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Differentiation and adaptive support</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pace of instruction</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constructive approach to errors</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Factual, constructive feedback/appreciation</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interestingness and relevance</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance pressure and competition (negative indicator)</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual choice options</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher → student</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student → teacher</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student → student</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cognitive activation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Challenging tasks and questions</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exploring and activating prior knowledge</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exploration of the students’ ways of thinking/elicitation of student thinking</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Receptive/transmissive understanding of learning of the teacher (negative indicator)</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discursive and co-constructive learning</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genetic-socratic teaching</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supporting metacognition</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
We can see that no sub-dimension was included in all the studies and only a handful were in more than half.

Praetorius et al. also provide evidence of the predictive validity of the elements of the framework: the extent to which they predict learning gains and other outcomes. Correlations are reported at the level of the three basic dimensions (i.e., classroom management, student support, cognitive activation). These dimensions have been measured in a number of different modes: from classroom observation, from student surveys, from teacher self-report, from analysis of classroom artefacts. The outcomes used also vary across studies, ranging from before-and-after standardised curriculum assessments to self-reports of student enjoyment. For the before-and-after measures, the time gap between them also varies: from nine lessons, to one year.

If we limit our focus to studies where the outcome is gains on some kind of assessment of attainment, there are 25 level-2 (classroom) regression coefficients, ranging from -0.27 to 0.46, with median coefficients of 0.18, 0.12 and 0.17 for classroom management, student support and cognitive activation, respectively.\(^4\)

Overall, predictive validity is quite low, and mixed. Even when the best measures are combined, collectively these measures of classroom quality do not explain much of the variation in student learning gains. The authors themselves note that “the results regarding the predictive validity of the Three Basic Dimensions are not convincing” (p. 16).

The authors also acknowledge that there may be other important characteristics of effective teaching not captured in the framework. Gaps might include generic and content-specific elements (p. 17).

All in all, this study offers a useful contribution to the Great Teaching Toolkit. It is grounded in strong empirical data and sound theory, and has been robustly tested in both research and practice. Its evidence base is purely correlational, though it does draw on a range of methods (e.g., observation, student survey), and while correlations are not large (0.1 – 0.2), they are consistent with other studies.

The work of Praetorius et al. makes the case for three broad dimensions in the Great Teaching Toolkit, which seems to represent a reasonable consensus across many other studies. However, the exact contribution of each of the sub-dimensions is less clear. They are certainly useful as exemplars and operationalised elements; whether they are all important for teacher development is unknown.

**Seidel and Shavelson (2008)**

This meta-analysis makes a number of contributions to our knowledge about the characteristics of effective teaching.

First, as a systematic review and meta-analysis of studies between 1995 and 2004, it provides an important summary of the evidence from that period, though it also sets out to problematise the whole endeavour of meta-analysis. Evidence is synthesised from 112 publications, containing 1,357 estimates of the relationship between a range of instructional or classroom components and student outcomes, adjusted for background characteristics.

---

\(^4\) Taken from Table 4 in Praetorius et al., 2018.
Second, it gives a contextualised summary of and comparison with the results from two previous systematic reviews, by Fraser et al. (1987) and Scheerens and Bosker (1997). While the latter study reported an overall correlation of 0.25 between observable teaching quality and outcomes, Seidel and Shavelson, a decade later (and using a similar theoretical model), report an average of 0.02, with no individual component achieving a correlation higher than 0.04. Their main explanation for this difference is not that the strength of relationship has reduced, but that the later review used better controls and weighting of component study estimates – both of which are standard practice in high-quality meta-analysis today.

Third, it presents, as an alternative to the traditional ‘process-product’ approach, a more theoretically-guided cognitive model of teaching and learning as a conceptual framework for the meta-analysis. This model focuses on the functions, purpose and context of different classroom components. These are identified as a set of contextual factors and a set of teacher practices, taken from a model outlined by Bolhuis (2003). The contextual factors are: (1) knowledge domain (the subject or curriculum being taught); (2) time for learning; (3) organisation of learning (classroom management); and (4) social context (social learning climate). The teacher practices are: (5) goal-setting/orientation (e.g., clarifying goals, teaching in a clear and structured way, activating student pre-knowledge); (6) execution of learning activities (providing opportunities for processing information, such as modelling, problem-solving and inquiry); (7) evaluation (assessment); and (8) regulation and monitoring (giving feedback and promoting meta-cognitive strategies). This framework is used to classify the effects from different studies and more variation is found, particularly when the ‘effects’ are separated according to the method of measuring the instructional and classroom components (whether by teacher survey, student survey or observation/video analysis) or split by type of design (experimental/quasi-experimental vs correlational).

Seidel and Shavelson’s main substantive finding is that “we found the largest teaching effects for domain-specific components of teaching—teaching components most proximal to executive learning processes”. However, it is not very clear exactly what kinds of teacher practices were classified under that heading, beyond the examples cited of “activities such as mathematical problem-solving, scientific inquiry, or specific reading and writing strategies”. “Organisation of learning” (i.e., classroom management) was also found to have a consistently strong relationship with learning outcomes.

**Creemers and Kyriakides (2006; 2011): Dynamic Model**

Creemers and Kyriakides (2006; 2011), and their Dynamic Model, come from the tradition of ‘Educational Effectiveness Research’ (EER, a blending of previously separate traditions of School Effectiveness Research with studies of classroom practices and teacher effectiveness, some of which go back to the 1960s; Creemers & Kyriakides, 2015; Creemers et al., 2013). This research tradition is characterised by the use of assessments of student learning, often limited to assessments of maths and reading in standardised tests, and statistical models (often multi-level regression models) to adjust for a range of covariates, interpreting the unexplained variation in outcomes as the ‘effect’ of the school or teacher.

The Dynamic Model takes this work forward by recognising greater complexity in a number of ways. First is the insight that understanding the relationships between educational inputs (resources, behaviours,
policies, etc.) and outputs (e.g., learning) requires a range of different types of theory. In particular, if we want to improve as well as understand, this theory is even more important – especially, good theories of teaching and learning. Related to this, the authors note that they draw on a wide range of different perspectives on pedagogy, including elements that would generally be associated with both direct instruction approaches and constructivism (Creemers et al., 2013).

The weaving together of these two strands is a key element of the Dynamic Model. On the one hand, Creemers et al. (2013) characterise the ‘competency-based approach’ as setting out to list explicit strategies and competences, drawing on the ‘process-product’ tradition of work by researchers such as Good and Brophy (1984) and Rosenshine (1976), who observed consistent empirical associations between certain observable teacher behaviours and student achievement. This leads to a view of effective teaching as skills-based and discrete skills, such as classroom management, clear and concise exposition of ideas, and using questioning, modelling, reviewing and feedback. Theories such as Carroll’s (1963) model of learning and cognitive load theory (Sweller et al., 1998) are often invoked in this tradition and approaches such as mastery learning (Bloom, 1976) or direct instruction (Rosenshine, 1987) can be seen as practical, packaged instantiations of it.

On the other hand, Creemers et al. (2013) contrast this with a more holistic approach to understanding teaching quality. This tradition draws on the ideas of ‘reflection in action’ derived from Dewey (1933), Stenhouse (1975) and Schon (1983), that stress the need for teachers’ own critical reflection on their practice, and the work of developmental psychologists such as Piaget (1972), who emphasise the need for learners (including teachers learning their practice) to actively construct meaning from experience. Becoming a great teacher requires more than just practising isolated techniques: each teacher must understand their own context, reflect on their practice, and, through action research and teacher inquiry, find their own solutions to the problems it presents. Teaching cannot be reduced to a mechanistic, technicist project: it is just too complex to have a single right way that can be simply described and applied universally. Professional development should emphasise critical reflection, inquiry, agency and moral purpose.

While these two approaches are often seen as incompatible paradigms – and even in opposition, dividing educators between ‘traditional’ and ‘progressive’ camps – for Creemers et al. (2013), they each offer part of the story. Research evidence is clear that certain practices and techniques are powerful determinants of student learning: teachers should know about these competences and should be supported in learning them. However, a great teacher is more than just a set of isolated competences: teachers must understand the underlying theory and processes, as well as knowing their own context, so that they can make judicious selections and adaptations, and implement these practices faithfully and effectively. Moreover, according to the evidence from the Dynamic Model, the emphasis of teachers’ professional learning should reflect the stage of their development: for less effective (typically early-career) teachers, developing the basic skills is the priority; once those skills are mastered, they have something to reflect with and can apply that reflection to the more complex challenges of refining, orchestrating and adapting their practices.

The second insight of the Dynamic Model is that there are a range of outcomes of interest, reflecting overlapping educational aims – for example, cognitive, psychomotor, metacognitive and affective – not just basic skills. Moreover, some of the validation studies have evaluated the equity of educational outcomes as well as their overall levels. Third, the factors influencing effectiveness operate at multiple levels (student, classroom, school and system). Fourth, these factors may also interact, either within a level or across levels. Some characteristics of effectiveness may act more like catalysts or barriers, in
combination with other factors: the effect of each factor may depend on other factors. Fifth, and related to the previous point, some factors may be expected to have non-linear relationships with outcomes. For example, it could be the case that more of a particular factor is associated with better outcomes up to a point, but beyond that the relationship plateaus or even reverses.

The model specifies what these factors are, based on empirical evidence and tested theory. Where other models typically focus on measuring the amount of a factor, the Dynamic Model recognises that the factors differ qualitatively as well as quantitatively. For each factor, as well as its frequency (how much or how often it occurs), the model captures its focus (its function, specificity and purpose), stage (the duration and timing of a policy or practice), quality (whether it is done well, in ways that are aligned with best evidence) and differentiation (the extent to which its implementation is adapted to individual student/classroom/school context and needs).

At the student level, the Dynamic Model includes the following (Creemers & Kyriakides, 2011, p. 29):

- Socio-cultural and economic factors, such as socioeconomic status, ethnicity and gender, their interactions and compositional effects
- Psychological characteristics: aptitude, motivation, expectations, personality and thinking style\(^6\)
- Opportunity to learn: the time made available and focused on learning activities aligned with the intended curriculum
- Time on task: time actually spent engaged in learning, limited by individual student interest, motivation, expectations, attention, self-regulation and quality of focus

Classroom factors relate to the behaviour of the teacher and ‘refer to observable instructional behaviours of teachers in the classroom rather than on factors that may explain such behaviours (e.g., teacher beliefs and knowledge and interpersonal competences)’. There are eight factors in the model:

\(^6\) The justification for ‘thinking style’ draws on the work of Sternberg (e.g., 1988) that tries to account for differences in performance and ‘intelligence’ in terms of intellectual styles of mental self-government.
### Table 2: The dynamic model of educational effectiveness (Creemers & Kyriakides, 2011, p. 35)

| (1) Orientation | (a) Providing the objectives for which a specific task/lesson/series of lessons takes place  
|                 | (b) Challenging students to identify the reason why an activity is taking place in the lesson |
| (2) Structuring | (a) Beginning with overviews and/or reviews of objectives  
|                 | (b) Outlining the content to be covered and signalling transitions between lesson parts  
|                 | (c) Drawing attention to and reviewing main ideas |
| (3) Questioning | (a) Raising different types of questions (i.e., process and product) at appropriate difficulty level  
|                 | (b) Giving time for students to respond  
|                 | (c) Dealing with student responses |
| (4) Teaching modelling | (a) Encouraging students to use problem-solving strategies presented by the teacher or other classmates  
|                 | (b) Inviting students to develop strategies  
|                 | (c) Promoting the idea of modelling |
| (5) Application | (a) Using seatwork or small-group tasks in order to provide needed practice and application opportunities  
|                 | (b) Using application tasks as starting points for the next step of teaching and learning |
| (6) The classroom as a learning environment | (a) Establishing on-task behaviour through the interactions they promote (i.e., teacher–student and student–student interactions)  
|                 | (b) Dealing with classroom disorder and student competition through establishing rules, persuading students to respect them and using the rules |
| (7) Management of time | (a) Organising the classroom environment  
|                 | (b) Maximising engagement rates |
| (8) Assessment | (a) Using appropriate techniques to collect data on student knowledge and skills  
|                 | (b) Analysing data in order to identify student needs and report the results to students and parents  
|                 | (c) Teachers evaluating their own practices |
The Dynamic Model has a number of very specific strengths.

First is the fact that the model is derived from a large body of previous evidence about the effectiveness of schools and teachers.

Second, the Dynamic Model has been subjected to a fair level of rigorous testing of its claims and predictions, albeit mainly by the authors themselves. For example, a 2013 meta-analysis by Kyriakides et al. broadly supports this framework; Creemers et al. (2012) also provide a review of evidence from several studies.

Third, the model is accompanied by an extensive suite of instruments to measure its various components. Creemers and Kyriakides (2011) provide details of these instruments that include student questionnaires, classroom observation schedules (high and low inference), and teacher questionnaires.

A fourth strength is that the implications of the Dynamic Model for school and teacher improvement have been developed and tested in practice. In the study reported by Creemers et al. (2013), 130 primary school teachers in Cyprus were randomly allocated to either a development programme based on the Dynamic Model (the ‘Dynamic Integrated Approach’ – DIA) or an alternative ‘holistic approach’, based on supporting teachers’ critical reflection on their pedagogy. Teachers were assessed at the start as fitting one of five developmental stages, and randomisation was ‘blocked’ within each stage (i.e., each stage had equal numbers in each treatment arm). A brief description of the characteristics of the five stages is given in Table 3. Both arms had eight PD sessions, approximately once a month over a school year, in which they developed an individual action plan and received support from peers as well as from expert outsiders, who also observed and gave feedback.

In the DIA treatment arm, teachers were grouped according to their developmental stage and given materials and training specific to their stage. In developing their action plans, they were encouraged to focus on stage-appropriate, research-backed approaches and their progress was supported with ongoing provision of targeted reading materials and tasks. By contrast, teachers in the ‘holistic approach’ arm were free to choose their own goals and activities, supported by peer-group and expert-moderated discussion and critical reflection.

A number of outcomes were recorded. In terms of observational assessments of teaching quality, about a third of the DIA teachers moved up a stage, compared with none of those in the holistic arm. All teachers in the DIA group improved their quality scores at least to some extent and the mean change was equivalent to about 0.6 SD (compared with 0 for the ‘holistic’ group). Neither group exhibited any change in their attitudes or perceptions. Assessments of student learning showed an effect size of 0.24 in favour of those in the DIA arm, with larger effects (an additional 0.14) for those teachers who progressed a whole stage. A one-year follow-up of both groups found that the change (or lack of change) in teaching quality had been maintained (Creemers et al., 2013, p. 218).

Creemers et al. (2013) interpret these results as showing that “reflection is more effective when teachers’ priorities for improvement are taken into account and when they are encouraged to develop action plans which address their professional needs; these were identified through a relevant empirical investigation”. They note that some of the teachers in the holistic arm selected areas to work on that were well above their stage, for example, trying to differentiate their instruction when their classroom management skills were weak: “their attempts to incorporate this into their teaching were not successful” (p. 178).
Table 3: Five stages of teaching skills (based on Creemers et al., 2013, pp. 163, 179)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage</th>
<th>Teaching skills</th>
<th>Focus for development</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1. Basic elements of direct teaching | • Management of time  
• Use of structuring, application, assessment and questioning  
• Some attention to teacher-student relations | Maximising opportunity to learn  
• Lesson structuring (sequencing, connecting to previous, key points explained)  
• Use of application activities/exercises (practising application and implementation of knowledge/procedures, giving individual feedback and asking questions)  
• Questioning and providing feedback (asking many questions of all students, giving them time to reflect) |
| 2. Putting aspects of quality in direct teaching and touching on active teaching | • More sophisticated use of structuring, application, questioning (i.e., appropriate for stage and purpose in relation to context)  
• Some attention to student relations | Matching lesson activities to purpose and context  
• Timing of the application tasks (judging when to use and what knowledge, skills, applications and links to previous learning to include)  
• Quality of the lesson structuring (effective connections with and review of previous learning, highlighting key points) |
| 3. Acquiring quality in active/direct teaching | • More sophisticated attention to teacher-student and student-student relations (appropriate timing and purpose)  
• More sophisticated use of assessment, orientation, feedback, questioning and structuring (in relation to timing and purpose, but also quality)  
• Use of teaching modelling | Developing the classroom learning environment for constructing knowledge  
• Orientation to learning aims (ensuring students understand learning goals)  
• Development of the classroom as a learning environment (regular, high-quality, learning-focused interactions between teacher and students, and between students; students are encouraged to express their views or explore different solutions, but also challenged to justify them) |
| 4. Differentiation of teaching | • Appropriately differentiated and high-quality use of structuring, time management, questioning, application, assessment, teaching modelling and orientation | Differentiating appropriately  
• Differentiation of teaching (teachers adapting their approach to student characteristics, readiness and needs, in their questioning, feedback, assignment of application tasks and follow-up)  
• Orientation of students to the learning goals (strategies for engaging students in identifying learning objectives: ‘why are we doing this?’) |
5. Achieving quality and differentiation in teaching using different approaches

- Use of differentiated and high-quality practices in relation to teacher-student and student relations
- Appropriately differentiated, appropriate and high-quality use of orientation and teaching modelling

In a partial replication of this study, Creemers et al. (2013) compared groups of teachers in a four-arm randomised trial with a 2x2 factorial design. As before, two of the groups used the DIA approach and two the holistic approach, but this time one of each was supported by external experts (as above) while the other was supported by colleagues within their own school, using a programme designed by the researchers. Results were very similar to the previous study, with gains in observed teaching competence and student attainment for the DIA group, but none for the ‘holistic’ approach. Interestingly, there was no difference between teachers supported directly by external experts and those supported by their colleagues.

A further evaluation of the DIA (Creemers et al., 2013) compared training a group of teachers in their knowledge and use of assessment. Again, the DIA group were assessed (this time on their use of assessment, using a self-report questionnaire), divided into groups based on their stage and given learning materials and support that were targeted at their level. In this study, the comparison was with a randomly equivalent group allocated to be given skills-based training in assessment, but where the training was the same for all, irrespective of their existing level of practice; there was also a third, no-treatment, control arm. Assessments of their use of assessment (from teacher self-report) improved for both the active groups, but not for the controls. Gains for the ‘targeted’ (DIA) group were about twice the size of those for the generic skills-based training. There were also gains in student achievement: for teachers judged to be at stage 1 (of 4) in their use of assessment, both the active groups saw improved attainment equivalent to an effect size of about 0.1. For teachers at the higher stages, only the DIA group improved (ES=0.17).

The main takeaway from these professional development studies using the Dynamic Model seems to be that we can usefully identify stages of teacher effectiveness. Despite the diversity of different elements of classroom quality, they seem to cluster into levels. The impact of professional development on student learning seems to be greatest when it is targeted at developing practices and skills that take each teacher from their current stage to the next.

Scheerens et al. (2007) meta-analysis

Scheerens et al. (2007) present a review, conceptualisation and meta-analysis of both school-level and classroom-level factors related to student outcomes. They identify 46 factors at the classroom level and categorise them into 15 teaching dimensions. The mean correlation and number of effects are shown in Table 4.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classroom factor</th>
<th>Mean Effect (Fisher-Z)</th>
<th>No of effects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Learning Time</td>
<td>0.095</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>time on task</td>
<td>0.125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>opportunity to learn</td>
<td>0.118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>homework</td>
<td>0.041</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>mastery learning</td>
<td>0.047</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Classroom organisation</td>
<td>0.075</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>classroom management</td>
<td>0.088</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>discipline</td>
<td>0.070</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>control</td>
<td>0.018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Learning environment</td>
<td>0.129</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>classroom climate</td>
<td>0.125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>no achievement pressure</td>
<td>0.151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>mastery orientation</td>
<td>-0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>no performance orientation</td>
<td>0.120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Clear and structured</td>
<td>0.126</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>structured/direct teaching</td>
<td>0.107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>goal-directed/clear</td>
<td>0.222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>teacher demonstration</td>
<td>0.014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>teaching basic skills</td>
<td>0.073</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Activating</td>
<td>0.123</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>cooperative</td>
<td>0.204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>situated/discovery</td>
<td>0.155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>peer tutoring</td>
<td>0.218</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>student work</td>
<td>0.059</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>individual work</td>
<td>-0.009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>student discussions</td>
<td>0.043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Learning strategies</td>
<td>0.213</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>meta-cognitive</td>
<td>0.244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>scientific inquiry</td>
<td>0.197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>organising methods</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>reading/writing</td>
<td>0.210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Challenge</td>
<td>0.130</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>cognitive activation/understanding orientation</td>
<td>0.182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>active student engagement</td>
<td>0.042</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>authentic contexts/relevance</td>
<td>0.160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>language level</td>
<td>0.029</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>representation formats</td>
<td>0.385</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 Support</td>
<td>0.108</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>quality of interactions/teacher support</td>
<td>0.108</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Scheerens et al. note some interesting results. The largest individual factors (e.g., representation formats and constructivist beliefs about learning) come from quite small numbers of studies so should be interpreted cautiously. Among those with more replications, teaching meta-cognitive strategies, peer tutoring, cooperative learning, and instruction that is clearly goal-directed have relatively high coefficients (above 0.2). Similarly high coefficients are also found for subject-specific learning strategies, like scientific inquiry and reading and writing. A number of these larger effects are for factors associated with ‘constructivist’ approaches, compared with negative effects for practice (drill/repetition, application) and for performance pressure (i.e., positive correlations for no achievement pressure and no performance orientation).

A comparison that groups ‘constructivist-oriented’ approaches (cooperative, situated/discovery, peer tutoring, student work, individual work, student discussions, meta-cognitive, scientific inquiry, organising methods, reading/writing, cognitive activation/understanding orientation, active student engagement, authentic contexts/relevance, constructivist beliefs about learning, constructivist, inductive, concept-oriented) against ‘structured/direct/mastery’ approaches (mastery learning, mastery orientation, structured/direct teaching, goal-directed/clear, teacher demonstration, teaching basic skills, drill/repetition, application) narrowly favours the former.

The Framework for Teaching was created by Charlotte Danielson and particularly grew in popularity during the 2010s. It presents four domains, divided into a total of 22 components. They are: planning and preparation, classroom environment, instruction, and professional responsibilities. In each of these domains, teachers can be labelled as unsatisfactory, basic, proficient, or distinguished.

The planning and preparation domain refers not just to the design and preparation of teaching, but also the content knowledge that the teaching entails. The components of this domain also include the implementation of assessments, as well as instruction that is aligned to the curriculum. The second domain, classroom environment, refers to both the physical space and the classroom as a social space. This then includes appropriate student behaviour as a critical component. Instruction refers to ‘engaged learning’, which covers students actively engaging with materials at a high level. There are also elements of student metacognition in this domain, with students understanding learning goals. The final domain, professional responsibilities, include additional responsibilities placed on teachers that contribute to a school’s success. These range from record-keeping, communicating with families, and professional development.

The Framework for Teaching includes a range of behaviours and expectations that extend beyond a definition of effective teaching; it could be said they aim to describe a good teacher. That is, the professional aspects that extend beyond formal learning (e.g., maintaining accurate records) bear as much weight as instructional ones (e.g., engaging students in learning).

The framework is widely accessed by school leaders; in some cases, it is used as the basis for teacher evaluations. While resources for teachers and leaders can be readily obtained online, greater detail can be found in Danielson’s book. The domains and components were developed by both ‘practice wisdom’ and underlying research; this research, however, is not as readily available as the framework itself.

Early Career Framework (2019)

The Department for Education in England consulted widely with researchers, as well as the wider education sector, to develop the Early Career Framework. In support of this, the Education Endowment Foundation acted as an independent reviewer to ensure the framework is robust and evidence-based. Explicitly not intended to be an assessment rubric, the framework is meant to support and “underpin” professional development for early career teachers.

The framework has eight dimensions. Each enumerates a series of statements of what teachers should learn related to the dimension, as well as the behaviours they should exhibit. The framework drew the “learn that...” statements from the best available evidence; the “learn how to...” statements were additionally collected from expert practitioners.

- **High expectations**
  Learn how to...
  - Communicate a belief in the academic potential of all pupils
  - Demonstrate consistently high behaviour expectations

- **How pupils learn**
  Learn how to...
  - Avoid overloading working memory
  - Build on pupils’ prior knowledge
• Increase likelihood of material being retained

• **Subject and curriculum**
  Learn how to...
  • Deliver a carefully sequenced and coherent curriculum
  • Support pupils to build increasingly complex mental models
  • Develop fluency
  • Help pupils apply knowledge and skills to other contexts
  • Develop pupils’ literacy

• **Classroom practice**
  Learn how to...
  • Plan effective lessons
  • Make good use of expositions
  • Model effectively
  • Stimulate pupil thinking and check for understanding

• **Adaptive teaching**
  Learn how to...
  • Develop an understanding of different pupil needs
  • Provide opportunity for all pupils to experience success
  • Meet individual needs without creating unnecessary workload
  • Group pupils effectively

• **Assessment**
  Learn how to...
  • Avoid common assessment pitfalls
  • Check prior knowledge and understanding during lessons
  • Provide high-quality feedback
  • Make marking manageable and effective

• **Managing behaviour**
  Learn how to...
  • Develop a positive, predictable and safe environment for pupils
  • Establish effective routines and expectations
  • Build trusting relationships
  • Motivate pupils

• **Professional behaviours**
  Learn how to...
  • Develop as a professional
  • Build effective working relationships
  • Manage workload and wellbeing

The framework includes both classroom- and learning-focused behaviours (with significant focus on learning and cognitive actions), as well as those of a teacher. It is responsive to current trends and needs in education in England, with workload appearing in multiple capacities. Similarly, understanding how pupils learn is the focus of a whole dimension on its own. Naturally, a strength of the framework is the inclusion of extensive research and resources, each linked to a corresponding dimension. It therefore effectively lays out a series of focuses for early career teachers for their own professional development.
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